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ABSTRACT 

VIRGINIA 0. (GINGER) BASSFORD 

PERSPECTIVES OF STRENGTH: FEMALE ELDERS IN 
UNITED METHODIST MINISTRY 

AUGUST2008 

The purpose of this study was to describe the roles and resources that female 

elders in the United Methodist Church use in ministry. The study used a qualitative 

approach and strengths-based model. United Methodist female elders who currently serve 

as bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors of large congregations ( average 

annual worship attendance of 400 or greater) were interviewed and invited to share the 

stories of their experiences in ministry. 

Relational components of ministry were the predominant theme that emerged 

from the research interviews. The personal attributes of courage and creativity were also 

important. Aspects of professional roles and leadership skills emerged as well. 

Recommendations were made that pertain to annual conference leadership, 

collegial relationships, education needed in the local church, and female clergy. 

Suggestions for future research include clergy divorce, study of the relationship between 

courage and resilience, longitudinal research over the span of ministry from call to 

retirement, congregational dynamics and changes in ministerial orders. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter I will describe the problem that was the impetus for this research project. 

It will define the purpose of this research as the exploration of ways that female elders in 

the United Methodist Church are equipped for ministry. The fundamental questions that 

dri0ve the research are outlined and terms that are unique to this project and that need 

clarification are defined. The delimitations and limitations are set forth before a summary 

of the chapter. 

Statement of the Problem 

Jones and Jones (2001) expressed concerns about today's pastors, and posited that 

there is a shortage of effective pastors, there is a downward spiraling into pastoral 

mediocrity, some pastors doubt they are really making a difference, and many 

congregations are apprehensive about the lack of pastoral leadership and imagination. 

Add to this distress, immediately current issues such as clergy sexual misconduct and 

inappropriate behavior and the evidence of crisis soars. Being female in ministry 

compounds these issues. 

Although women comprise about 51 % of seminary students, Banerjee (2006) 

reported that that only approximately 3% of congregations with an average worship 

attendance of more than 350 persons are led by female pastors. Banerjee cited one United 

Methodist clergy woman's account that in every church where she had been pastor 
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people left simply because she was female. A male colleague told her that her gender was 

a barrier to his ability to hear the sermon when she preached, and a male parishioner 

covered his eyes while she preached. Another female cleric reported that she had been 

told by her congregation "We really didn't want a woman, because we know that we're 

dying when we get a woman" (if 26). 

Numbers from the 2007 United Methodist General Council on Finance and 

Administration (GCFA) are consistent with Banerjee's (2006) report. Utilizing the GCFA 

statistical data from 2000-2005, Fugate (2007) reported, 

Female senior pastors are more often appointed to the smaller membership 

churches than to the largest (Table 4). Only 15% (844) are appointed to churches 

greater than 344 members. Further, only 1 % (64) of all female senior pastors are 

appointed to churches with over 1,000 members, compared to almost 6% (1068) 

of all male senior clergy." Of the 29,038 clergy appointed to a local church, the 

majority (74%) are male and 23% are female. (p. 10) 

Van Biema et al. (2004) reported that on average female clergy earn 9% less than 

their male counterparts with comparable training, regardless of title (associate pastor, 

youth minister, etc.). One United Methodist bishop is quoted as saying, "you always have 

to be better than men to get ahead" (if 6). 

Women in the United Methodist Church (UMC) often leave ministry at a higher 

rate than men; researchers at the Anna Howard Shaw Center of Boston University (1997) 

reported a departure rate of 10% higher. Although the rights of women are formally 

affirmed by the UMC (The Book of Discipline, ,r 1421.4:f), women are not always 
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accepted as clergy leaders, they frequently make less than their male colleagues with 

similar professional backgrounds, and experience overt discrimination and lack of 

acceptance (Anna Shaw, 1997). 

"Oi-li" is the Hebrew term for "Woe is me! All is lost! All hope is gone!" Is hope 

lost for female clergy in the United Methodist Church? Is there another way? Is it 

possible for women to share their stories in such a way that they can gain strength from 

one another and learn how to not just survive, but thrive in ministry? This research 

answered questions such as these. 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to describe the roles and resources that female 

elders in the United Methodist Church use in ministry. The study used a qualitative 

approach and strengths-based model. United Methodist female elders who currently serve 

as bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors of large congregations were 

interviewed and invited to share the stories of their experiences in ministry. Strategies 

and techniques that they have used to maneuver situations of conflict were described. 

Practices that equip female clergy as lead pastors were documented. 

This exploration was accomplished by face-to-face interviews. Insight was gained 

regarding the need for open dialogue about being female and clergy and about specific 

conversation and training that may help female clergy traverse conflict and make way for 

creativity. 

Utilizing chaos and quantum theories, Wheatley (2006) argued that disorder may 

lead to creativity and potential for growth. Understanding this dynamic relationship 
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opened new understandings of the way individuals relate to one another as leaders and 

community. Ordained women in ministry may be a disequilibrium that has the potential 

to usher in creativity and growth in the United Methodist Church. This research explored 

the relationship between Wheatley' s paradigm and praxis in the life of female United 

Methodist clergy. 

Research Questions 

The following questions guided the exploration in this qualitative study: 

1. What are the institutional resources that female bishops, district 

superintendents, and large church senior pastors use in ministry? 

2. What are the personal tools and resources that they have used? 

3. How do female clergy perceive their role in ministry? 

4. How does being female impact ministry? 

Definitions 

Annual Conference - The annual conference is the basic, covenantal body in the 

United Methodist Church (The Book of Discipline, hereafter referred to as BOD, ,r 368). 

The annual conference, comprised of representative clergy and laity, meets on an annual 

basis and in "called" session as determined by the bishop. The boundaries of the annual 

conference are of a specific geographic area, determined by the jurisdictional conference. 

Appointment- Clergy are appointed by the bishop (BOD, ,r 430). That is to say, 

clergy are assigned to a specific ministry, local church or otherwise, by an Episcopal 

leader. Although appointments are made annually in consultation with the pastor and 
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members of the local church, and take into account the gifts and graces of the pastor and 

the needs of the local church, the bishop has sole authority to "fix" or set appointments. 

Bishop - Bishops are nominated by the annual conference and elected for life by 

the delegates of jurisdictional conference (BOD, ,r 406). The final action of assignment of 

a bishop to a specific annual conference is made by the Jurisdictional Committee on 

Episcopacy (BOD, ,r 407). 

Book of Discipline (BOD) - The book published each quadrennium by The United 

Methodist Church that outlines basic United Methodist theology, doctrine, organization, 

structure, and rules. 

Clergy/pastor - Although for the purpose of the United Methodist Church, clergy 

are defined as those who serve as "commissioned ministers, deacons, elders and local 

pastors under appointment" (BOD, ,r 140), for the purpose of this paper clergy were 

defined as a United Methodist elder in full connection. 

Church- For the purpose of this paper, "church" was defined as a local or general 

Christian body that gathers for the purpose of worship, transformation and growth as 

ministers and witnesses of the Gospel. 

Conflict- For the purpose of this paper, conflict was defined as those issues and 

situations that create anxiety. 

Creativity - Creativity was defined as those issues that produce meaning and 

purpose (Wheatley, 2007). 

Deacon - In the United Methodist Church, although deacons are ordained and 

lead the church in servant ministry, they do not have sacramental authority, that is, they 
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may not lead in the sacraments of Baptism or Holy Communion. While deacons are 

appointed after they seek and find their own places of ministry and employment, they are 

not guaranteed an appointment, nor are they subject to the itinerant system. (BOD, ,r 305; 

,r 330; if 331 ). 

District superintendent - District superintendents are elders, appointed by the 

bishop, for a typical term of 6 years in office. District superintendents are a part of the 

cabinet, the body responsible for the spiritual and temporal issues of the annual 

conference. The district superintendents in an annual conference may be assigned to a 

specific geographical area, but ultimately serve the whole annual conference (BOD, ,r 

415; 1417; 1429). 

Elders - Elders are ordained by the United Methodist Church to order the life of 

the church in administration, serve as ministers in the church and world, preach the 

gospel, and have sacramental authority, (BOD, ,r 137). Elders may serve as bishops and 

district superintendents. Elders are itinerant and serve under appointment (BOD, ,r 338). 

Family - Boss (2002) defined family as "a continuing system of interacting 

persons bound together by processes of shared rituals and rules even more than by shared 

biology." Boss cited Burgess's definition of family, "'a unity of interacting 

personalities,"' and adds that these "personalities must have a history and future together 

of some shared rituals and rules" (p. 18). 

Itineracy- The itinerant system, or itineracy, or itinerancy is the "accepted 

method of the United Methodist Church by which ordained elders are appointed by the 

bishop to fields oflabor" (BOD, ,r 338). As United Methodists, the theory of the practice 
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of open itineracy is supported; appointments are made "without regard to race, ethnic 

origin, gender, color, disability, marital status, or age, except for the provisions of 

mandatory retirement" (BOD, ,r 430). 

Jurisdictional conference - Equal number of representative clergy and lay 

delegates are elected by the annual conferences which convene for the purpose of 

electing bishops, and other purposes as outlined in The Book of Discipline (BOD, ,r 23; ,r 

513). 

Large church - The classification of church by size has a wide range of criteria 

and definitions. "Large church" was defined herein as those with over 400 persons 

regularly in worship (Rendle & Mann, 2003). 

Local pastor-A pastor licensed to serve under appointment in a specific United 

Methodist congregation. Local pastors are not ordained, are not guaranteed an 

appointment, nor are they required to be available for an appointment. They have annual 

educational and approval requirements until such time as they are received into 

membership in the Annual Conference (BOD, ,r 337.2; ,r 318; ,r 315.2). 

Ministry - Although in the United Methodist Church, all persons are called to 

ministry, for the purpose of this study, ministry was defined as the work of professional 

clergy, in a variety of settings, and includes any work that is done to directly or indirectly 

move someone closer to God. 

The United Methodist Church (UMC) - The United Methodist Church (UMC) is a 

protestant denomination of the Christian faith. Its organizational structure makes it 

unique in that elders itinerate; they change churches under the direction of the bishop. 
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Clergy and laity (non-ordained) work as partners in ministry. The UMC is a body of 

Christian believers, bound together by a common mission, and who share theological and 

doctrinal beliefs that call its members to embody Jesus Christ to the world. 

Delimitations 

1. This study was limited to ordained elders in the United Methodist Church who

are female, and who have served or who are serving in large churches, as

district superintendents, or as bishops.

2. It did not take into account the wide variety of settings in which women

perform acts of ministry within the United Methodist Church, in the capacity

of an elder, deacon, or local pastor including small and/or rural congregations,

extension ministries such as teaching, counseling, and chaplaincy, nor does it

include those who are currently on family leave, leave of absence, or

sabbatical.

Assumptions 

1. There was a basic assumption that those who are interviewed are female.

2. There was an assumption that those who were interviewed as female bishops,

district superintendents, and senior pastor of large congregations have

survived ministry.

3. There was an assumption made that the research participants have been or

may be currently thriving in ministry.

4. An assumption was made that the research participants were able to speak

freely.
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5. It was assumed that female bishops and district superintendents have pastored 

in a local congregational setting. 

Potential Researcher Bias 

The researcher is a part of the group that was studied. She is an ordained elder in 

the United Methodist Church, appointed to a mid to large-size congregation. She had 

knowledge of some of the research participants and/or their work prior to the interview 

and has had similar experiences in ministry and ministry settings. While there was an 

advantage from an insider's perspective, this perspective may also have caused researcher 

bias and presuppositions. These concerns are addressed in chapter III. 

Summary 

This chapter described the problems facing women in ministry as elders who are 

bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors of large congregations. It has outlined 

the purpose of this study as the exploration of new ways that female elders in the United 

Methodist Church might be equipped for ministry. The questions that drove the research 

are outlined and many terms that are unique to the UMC and were encountered are 

identified and defined. The delimitations and limitations of this research project are 

delineated. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This dissertation describes the roles and resources that female elders in the United 

Methodist Church have used and are using in ministry, utilizing a qualitative, strengths

based model. Chapter II will outline the theoretical framework used in the research 

project. Three basic principles of family systems theory will be discussed: differentiation, 

anxiety, and triangulation. Perspectives on feminist theory will be explored. The work of 

women whose vocations are in non-traditional professions including clergy, engineering, 

medicine, and law will be examined. Conclusions will be drawn that facilitate the 

interpretation of the research project prior to the summary of the chapter. 

Theoretical Framework 

Family Systems Theory 

Boss (2002) defined family as, "a continuing system of interacting persons bound 

together by processes of shared rituals and rules even more than by shared biology." Boss 

cited Burgess's definition of family, "a unity of interacting personalities" and added that 

these "personalities must have a history and future together of some shared rituals and 

rules" (p. 18). This concept of family is fundamental. Boss's definition of family can be 

applied to churches, school systems, businesses, governments, and to groups of clergy. If 
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theories about stress, burnout, and resilience are relevant to families then they may also 

be relevant and revealing when applied to clergy. 

Papero (1996) utilized Bowen systems theory and drew a correlation between 

families and organizations. Papero emphasized the connectional interdependence of 

family at the physiological, mental and behavioral levels and posits that this same 

interdependence influences the functioning of organizations and groups. Papero asserted 

that organizations may learn some very important lessons from families. Even if a 

problem is experienced on an individual level, it may be reflective of the larger group. 

It was over 20 years ago that Aaron Antonovsky (1998a) coined the first of two 

useful, inter-related terms: salutogenesis - the study of health in the midst of endemic 

disease, followed by sense of coherence (SOC) - the ability of an individual to perceive 

order even in chaos and to make sense of and mobilize resources to cope with pathogens. 

Although an individual disposition, one's SOC is shaped within the context of history and 

experience at the family and societal level, and is basically formed by the age of 30. An 

adult with a weak SOC is inclined to manifest a "cyclical pattern of deteriorating health 

and a weakening SOC" (p. 15). Antonovsky (1998b) asserted that "a person with a strong 

SOC adopts attitudes and behaviors which are functional for coping" and "activates those 

resources which are seen as appropriate when the need arises" (p. 32). 

Several theorists have defined and reported on resources that help families cope in 

difficult times. Antonovsky (1998a) stated, "The person with a strong SOC, believing 

that she or he understands the problem and sees it as a challenge, will select what is 

believed to be the most appropriate tool for the task at hand" and understands how these 
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tools "may contribute to health" (p. 8). Sense of coherence may be the decisive factor in 

one's ability to bring order out of chaos, is significant in movement on the continuum of 

health and ease/dis-ease, and is a priori to coping styles and resources. McCubbin, 

Thompson, Thompson, Elver, and Mccubbin (1998) described family schema as primary 

convictions and values of the family, shaped over time, giving each family unique 

character and helping families to adapt. Family schema is the framework through which 

all family experiences are calculated and apportioned. Similarly, Patterson and Garwick 

(1998) defined a family's sense of coherence as "the family's ability to balance control 

and trust-that is, knowing when to take charge and when to trust in or believe in the 

authority and/or power of others" (p. 72). 

During the 1950s and early 1960s Bowen (Kerr & Bowen, 1988) began to 

conceptualize the family as an emotional unit-a "network of interlocking relationships" 

(p. ix). The observation of families as an emotional unit meant that each member was not 

seen as an independent entity. Instead, family members were viewed as connected in 

functioning and behavior to other members of the family. "The thoughts feelings, and 

behavior of each family member, in other words, both contribute to and reflect what is 

occurring in the family as a whole" (p. 9). From an emotional perspective, what happened 

between family members was perhaps more important that what happened as a direct 

cause and effect of one member to another. 

Bowen (Kerr & Bowen, 1988) defined differentiation of self as the ability to 

emotionally remain connected with others and yet be autonomous in emotional 

functioning (p. 145). As differentiation increases, stress and anxiety are decreased. The 
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less one is differentiated, the more one focuses on questions such as "What do others 

think of me? Am I acceptable to others? What do others want me to do?" (p. 232). Bowen 

asserted that one's ability to define self impacts "1) physical and emotional health, 2) 

stability of relationships, and 3) performance at school and work" (p 235). Bowen further 

posited that, 

This "self' is reflected not only in the person's generally being in good physical 

and emotional health, but also in an ability to manage responsibility, to make 

important decisions, to perform consistently in both the school and work arenas, 

and to maintain stable family relationships that do not impair the functioning of 

any family member. (p 236) 

Differentiation (Bowen & Kerr, 1988) is not based in emotional reactivity but 

rather is a "thoughtfully determined direction for oneself." Bowen wrote, "Differentiation 

is a product of a way of thinking that translates into a way of being" (p. 108). One who is 

differentiated is not dependent on another's cooperation for the ability to self-define, nor 

do they react out of anger or blaming others. Differentiation requires that individuals 

remain aware of the impact of "anxiety and emotional reactivity" (p. 108-109). 

Friedman ( 1999) related the concepts of Bowen theory to the synagogue and 

church. He argued that sabotage accompanies self-differentiation. That is to say, when a 

leader self-defines there is a reaction "in the form of the automatic, mindless sabotage 

that always responds to well-differentiated self in a leader" stated Friedman. He 

continued, "Most theories of leadership recognize the problems of resistance, but there is 

a deeper systemic phenomenon that occurs when leaders do precisely what they are 
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supposed to do-lead" (p. 239). The tendency to sabotage and adapt to immaturity is a 

symptom of chronically anxious systems. Friedman wrote, 

... a good rule of thumb for leaders who are trying to pull any institution out of 

its regression is that when people start calling you "cruel," "autocratic," 

"heartless," "hardheaded," "unfeeling," "uncooperative," "selfish," and "cold," 

there is a good chance you are going in the right direction. (p. 90) 

Friedman went on to define a well-differentiated leader as one who has clarity about 

goals, can be connected and still think independently, who can practice being non

anxious and even challenging, and who can manage reactivity, taking stands even if it 

means displeasing others. 

Bowen (Kerr & Bowen, 1988) posited that as one's ability to self-define 

decreases, anxiety increases. As anxiety increases, increasingly greater attempts are made 

to get others to stand with us, and the more polarized our thinking becomes. Frustration 

increases which leads to disappointment, anger, and resentment. We lose the ability to 

think responsively and instead become reactionary. Anxiety can infect an entire system. 

Bowen said it this way, "A common anxiety-driven cycle is emotional neediness in one 

person triggering distance in another, which triggers more neediness in the first, which 

triggers more distance in the other" (p. 124 ). Anxiety puts pressure on people to adapt to 

one another in order to reduce the anxiety. Adaptation binds people together and hinders 

creative, individualistic thinking and perspective. As the boundaries between people blur, 

anxiety rises. One who is differentiated in an anxiety-riddled system will step back and 
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view the situation from a larger perspective; they will become more aware of the 

influence of anxiety and its influence. 

Coutu (2002a) asserted that anxiety inhibits learning and simultaneously, anxiety 

' 
is necessary for learning. People have to "unlearn" established ways in order to assimilate 

new thoughts. New ways of thinking cause people to be anxious about having to learn 

something new and about having to let go of the old. These anxieties are the basic 

resistance to change. Real learning happens when one's desire to survive is greater than 

one's fear oflearning. Leaming takes a long time. Coutu argued," ... major cultural 

change usually takes a long time-[ as long as] 25 years ... to forge new identities and 

relationships ... " (p. 8). 

According to Bowen (Kerr & Bowen, 1988), anxiety influences the relationships 

between people. If tension or anxiety is present between two points ( a line) the field will 

do whatever it can to promote stability-including drawing in a third point so that the 

line becomes a plane. In emotional systems, relationships function in a similar way. If the 

relationship between two people is calm, there is no need for a third party. However, if 

the relationship is shaken by anxiety, then one of the two or perhaps both parties will 

draw in a third in an effort to establish stability. As anxiety increases, the formulation of 

triangles multiplies as well until the system becomes gridlocked in turmoil. The key to 

"detriangulation" is self-differentiation as Bowen argued, 

Triangles are everywhere, reaching out to envelop oneself in the problems of 

others. Nobody is immune from being triangled and nobody is immune from 

triangling others. Maintaining one's differentiation keeps the problem in the 
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relationship from which it is attempting to escape. Maintaining one's 

differentiation and detriangling is not an attempt to manipulate or control others, 

but a way of dealing with others' attempts to manipulate and control oneself. If 

one's efforts to detriangle are reasonably effective and if one stays in adequate 

contact with the two other members of the triangle, some stabilization and 

improvement in their relationship will occur. When one member of a triangle 

assumes more responsibility for his own functioning, the others will follow suit. 

(p. 161) 

Bowen further asserted that triangles never really go away, they simply "become more or 

less active with fluctuations in the level of anxiety" (p. 135). 

Friedman (1985) outlined seven "laws of an emotional triangle." They are 

1. Two relational parties are kept in balance by a third. 

2. It is generally not possible for a third party to bring about change between the 

initial two in an emotional relationship. 

3. Attempting to change the relationship between the initial two parties often 

brings about the opposite of the intent. 

4. The third party frequently ends up with the stress for the initial two. 

5. Emotional triangles interlock and draw in others, causing a "system gridlock." 

6. Conflict tends to locate in one side of a triangle. 

7. Change can only be brought about by those who are in direct relationship (p. 

37-39). 
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Clergy members often share values and history, influencing and interacting closely with 

one another. Lives are intertwined in ritual and routine. Boundaries such as ordination 

requirements determine who is in and who is out of the family, and how clergy relate to 

one another. Clergy members, especially as United Methodists in a "connectional 

system," share a view of place and function within the larger world. In many ways then, 

clergy are more than colleagues in a professional relationship with one another. They 

may be perceived as family- family who need to define self, stay in touch with personal 

anxiety and triangulation, and who benefit from the knowledge of sabotage and its 

pitfalls. 

Feminist Theory 

Kronsell (2005) asserted that "Feminist methodology begins by questioning what 

seems self-evident" (p. 283). It is concerned with what is not written and remains 

"between the lines." Furthermore, a feminist perspective seeks to question the norm and 

status-quo, asking challenging questions about what has not been explicitly stated. 

Kronsell also acknowledged that, "Once a particular set of behaviors has been established 

as the norm for appropriate conduct within any institution, it becomes difficult to critique, 

in part, because normativity makes certain practices appear 'natural', beyond discussion" 

(p. 282). Institutions that have been led by men produce norms and practices that are 

masculine. Once these norms become dominant they wield institutional power and social 

control and are thus hegemonic. 

Simply being female does not open one's perspective to a feminist standpoint, 

argued Kronsell (2005). A feminist standpoint is born out of an intentional desire to 
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wrestle with the dominant perspective and practices as well as with the structures and 

institutions that support them. Kronsell further posited that women who work within 

fields that are dominated by masculine norms may strive to be "perceived as 'one of the 

guys', or like everyone else" (p. 292). Such women may reject those experiences they 

have in common with other women, avoid gender issues altogether, and downplay 

femininity. 

Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang (1998) divided ecclesial feminism into two 

categories: (a) those who advocate for women's leadership and (b) those who advocate 

inclusive language about God. They reported, "Many clergy women are not feminists by 

either of these measures" (p. 20). Charlton (1997) reported that those women who 

attended seminary and who were ordained in the first wave wanted 

... to leave the gender issue in the background, not to be identified either with 

the caucus, the label "feminist," or women's issues in any particular way, 

certainly not in political ways. They said they simply wanted to learn how to 

perform their job and then do it; their expectation was that women would perform 

every bit as well as men, and said they wanted to get on with it. (p. 604) 

More recently, Albee (2000) reported that the young, female clergy he interviewed did 

not want to self-identify as feminist, and that the clergy woman was unable to define the 

term. Finally, Lummis and Nesbitt (2000) approached feminism from the divergent 

perspectives that it is both a concept and a methodological way of doing research. 

Lummis rejected the idea that "'feminist' research methods exist, while Nesbitt asserted 
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that there "is a distinctively feminist perspective - one that uses women's experiences 

and concerns as a starting point, or treats them at parity with those of men" (p. 449). 

Kronsell (2005) acknowledged that it may seem like a majority of women's 

voices are necessary to impact change. However, she stated that 

... the inclusion of even a small percentage of women makes all the difference in 

the world because it makes gender and masculine norms visible .... The 

presence of women calls attention to the norms of the dominant culture because 

women are understood to represent "difference," i.e., the dominant majority 

become aware of themselves and what binds them together in terms of explicitly 

gendered norms. (p. 286) 

Harding (2004) argued that standpoint theory does not seek to eliminate politics, 

but rather strives to understand how knowledge is enhanced and obstructed, and which 

groups are impacted by the power that knowledge conveys. She asserted that "standpoint 

theory is more about the creation of groups' consciousnesses than about shifts in the 

consciousnesses of individuals" (p. 32). The primary benefit of standpoint theory is that it 

promotes both reflection and debate. 

Ashcraft and Pacanowsky (1996) did not focus on a feminist perspective but 

offered instead what they referred to as a gendered perspective. They studied how "men 

and women construct and perpetuate confining roles, practices, and meanings that 

preserve asymmetrical power relations between them" (p. 219). They argued that both 

men and women are constrained by gender, and that men are oppressed by masculine 

systems as are women. Furthermore, they posited that women do not speak with one 
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voice. Their perspectives are diverse. The experiences of women cannot be categorically 

defined. In addition, some women may "actively contribute to their own oppression" and 

are "Socialized by practices of organizing that devalue women and their experiences ... " 

(p. 220). Finally, they argued that in order to traverse male-dominated systems, some 

women develop a "distinct set of gendered meanings and practices from which to 

approach and interpret organizational interaction" (p. 232). They quoted one woman who 

stated, "A woman's worst enemy is another woman" (p. 234). 

Litwin and Hallstein (2007) studied women in the workplace and discovered that 

many women in the workplace feel betrayed by female co-workers. They utilized the 

term the shadow side as part of the complex communication dynamics of women. They 

reported that this underside of friendships between women in the workplace often caused 

anger and feelings of betrayal and would even cause women to leave the workplace in 

order to avoid confrontation. The themes of "indirect aggression," "idealized gender role 

and friendship expectations" and "self-constrained behavior" emerged from their study 

(p. 119). They concluded that "critical reflection about both gender and feminine 

friendship rules" are required in order to disrupt the destructive shadow side (p.13 7). 

Lummis and Nesbitt (2000) asserted that if women are to "attain autonomy and 

authority similar to that of men" they must rely on each other and form allegiances. They 

stated, "Women so easily find themselves pitted against one another, which effectively 

neutralizes efforts for change" (p. 44 7). They perceived professional acceptance and 

transformation of attitudes as a "generational" or "tidal" rather than linear. Women must 

realize that they are undermined when they are divided. This sabotage is compounded 
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when they work within fields where information is withheld, they are given double 

messages, and they are put in places where they are likely to fail, and are not equipped 

for success. 

Saar (2005) offered a divergent perspective and wrote about women mentoring 

women and the need to support one another. Saar's position oversees 11,700 people and a 

number of her top executives are women. She stated, "Women have power, and they 

should use it to help other women" (p. 80). Saar advocated that women develop their own 

leadership style and teach that style to other women. Having a mentor and being 

mentored help women overcome the difficulties of prejudice in working in a 

predominantly male field. She asserted that women network with each other through 

conferences, reaching out to other women who will provide relational support and who 

are a source of new, creative ideas. She stated, "Putting your power to work means using 

the power you have" (p. 80). 

Women in Non-Traditional Careers 

Whitmarsh, Brown, Cooper, Hawkins-Rodgers, and Wentworth (2007) reported 

that although the U.S. labor force was almost half women (47%), the highest professional 

positions were rarely held by women. Children self identify in "traditional" work roles at 

an early age and girls often discern that they are the "wrong" gender for many 

professions. 

Similarly, Charlton (1997) reported that women who are pioneers in roles 

traditionally viewed as "male," are highly qualified and do well in the entry phase of their 

professional relationships. These women frequently endure discrimination, glass-ceilings, 
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and sexual harassment. The issues female elders face are not unlike those challenges of 

women who were pioneers in other male-dominated professions. 

Women in Engineering 

Women entered the field of engineering in the late 1800s and early 1900s. This 

entry was enhanced by WWII: As men marched off to war, women stepped up to fill the 

vacancies left behind. Bix (2004) reported that "companies such as General Electric 

began recruiting women who possessed at least basic math and science skills, then gave 

those women emergency crash courses to turn them into wartime engineering aids" (p. 

28). As wartime ended, women were expected to return home to marry and have babies. 

Those who wanted to continue with a technical career were discouraged from doing so by 

family and leaders. By the 1950s, women engineers were beginning to meet for support 

and to encourage young women to enter the field. Bix reported that by the mid-1960s, 

women still had to overcome significant opposition to their presence in the engineering 

field; they were considered "intruders." This attitude was prevalent into the 1970s as Bix 

reported, "Activists at MIT warned that the environment on campus remained unfriendly 

toward women" (p. 39). Bix also reported, 

At the end of the 20th century, however, women were still nowhere close to 

approaching proportional representation in the profession. In 1979, women made 

up 12.1 percent of undergraduates enrolled in engineering across the United 

Stated; by 1998, that percentage had gradually risen to 19. 7 percent. In terms of 

graduation rates, in 1996, 11,316 women earned bachelor's degrees in 
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engineering, 17 .9 percent of the nationwide total. By occupation, women 

constituted 9 percent of all engineers in 1998. (NSF 2000) (p. 43) 

In January 2001, representatives and leaders of some of the most prestigious 

technical universities in the nation gathered at MIT and issued a statement of recognition 

that women engineers were not playing on a level field. They pledged to work against 

institutional barriers and inequities that keep women from fully participating in the field 

of engineering and technology (Rosser, 2004). 

Women in Medicine 

In 1849, Elizabeth Blackwell was the first female to graduate from medical 

school. Although women had previously served as midwives, Blackwell opened a world 

of possibility for those who wished to enter the field of medicine as physicians. In 1868, 

Blackwell established the "Women's Medical College of the New York Infirmary, 

specifically to train other women physicians." In 2005, women surpassed men as 

applicants to medical school-and just over half of the women who entered medical 

school in 2004 were women (Borst & Jones, 2005). 

Heru (2005) asserted women's communication patterns equip them with skills that 

improve patient outcomes. Female physicians have better relationships with their 

patients. Heru reported that women are more satisfied with their practices than are men, 

although they earn less money. Only 11 % of women physicians become full professor 

compared to 30% of their male counterparts. Heru stated, "In academic emergency 

medicine, women are less likely to be board certified, hold major leadership positions, 

publish in peer-reviewed journals, and achieve senior academic rank" (p. 23). Women 
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who are physicians are more likely to remain childless (25%) compared to 9% of men, 

and they still assume the responsibility for child rearing and household care. 

Women in Law 

According to Clark (2005), women entered the legal profession after the end of 

the Civil War. The first woman was received into the bar of the Supreme Court in 1879 

and by 1900, 1,000 women were lawyers in the United States. Belva Lockwood applied 

for admission to the Supreme Court bar in 1876, and was denied membership. She 

lobbied tenaciously, and Congress enacted an "Act to Relieve Certain Legal Disabilities 

of Women," which opened the door for her membership. A year later, Lockwood moved 

the admission of Samuel Lowery, the first Southern Black man, into the Supreme Court 

bar. Lockwood became the first woman to argue before the Supreme Court in 1880. Clark 

reported that "Once the Court's doors were pried open, women began to sponsor one 

another's membership in the bar as a type of old-girls' network" (p. 49). These early 

pioneers worked together and relied on each other for encouragement, support and 

consultation. 

Like Saar (2005), Bentsi-Enchill (2005) advocated that women mentor other 

women. Bentsi-Enchill practices as a lawyer and as a Certified Professional Coach. She 

insisted that women need a plan that includes vision, goals and opportunities for 

reassessment. She was emphatic that professional women need mentoring relationships 

for both encouragement and accountability. She was resolute in proclaiming that women 

must figure out how to balance profession, family, and personal time and advocated that 

women set values and priorities, be aware those things that block their energy and 
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balance, schedule non-negotiable blocks of time for self-care, consider hiring a 

professional coach, and increase visibility and promotion of their strengths to the 

professional arena. 

Women in Ministry 

Tait (2004) described the onset of the Methodist movement. John Wesley, the 

movement's chief instigator, would not allow women to call their "spiritual testimonies" 

preaching; however, as early as 1771 Wesley recognized that women might have the call 

and abilities to preach. After Wesley's death, a resolution was passed in 1803 denying 

women the right to preach, but that did not stop women like Catherine Booth (1829-

1890), Mary Lee Cagle, (1865-1955), Alma White (1862-1946), and Lela McConnell 

(1884-1970) in Britain and America. In 1918 Alma White was consecrated bishop in the 

Pillar of Fire holiness organization, "by an evangelist in the Methodist Episcopal Church, 

South, W. B. Godbey. This made her the first known woman bishop in any Christian 

denomination" (Tait, p. 3 7). 

As part of the Pulpit & Pew project, Carroll (2006) studied female clergy across 

multiple Christian denominations. He reported that across denominations, when the 

senior pastor of a congregation is male, the perception of the congregation is that there is 

a better pastoral match to the needs of the congregation. Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 

( 1998) reported that across the board the number of women attending seminary has 

increased and to approximately 30%. This increase does not mean that the same number 

of women serve as pastors. Many do not work within the context of the local church, and 

others leave ministry. Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang also reported that the United 
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Methodist Church has the highest number of ordained women across protestant 

denominations. 

Charlton (1997) reported that in many seminaries women comprise 50% of the 

student body in many Master of Divinity programs. Charlton wrote, "Women in ordained 

ministry have embodied a contradiction" (p. 601 ). She went on to describe gender as a 

political issue, the resistance through which female clergy persevere, and of "war 

stories," that is, "times when they were told directly and indirectly that being a woman in 

the professional role was unusual or unwelcome, hearing once again the theological 

argument against women's ordination ... (p. 603). 

Women in ministry in the United Methodist Church, specifically those who are 

ordained elders, are unique. The United Methodist system is the only structure in which 

elders itinerate and are appointed by a bishop. The Roman Catholic Church also sends 

pastors to specific locations, however women are not ordained. While deacons and local 

pastors in the United Methodist Church may serve as pastors, they are not subject to 

itineracy and the rigors of the appointive process. 

Schreckengost (1987) studied the appointive process of the United Methodist 

Church and how it was impacted by gender bias. He determined that although most laity 

perceived themselves as receptive to open itineracy, most churches were "not ready to 

receive women as their pastors" and would not be open to a cross-racial appointment. 

In 1993, The Anna Howard Shaw Center (1997) began a study of the retention 

rates of United Methodist women clergy. At that time, only elders were ordained. The 

study concluded that in one annual conference the attrition rate for women in ministry 
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was as high as 83%, and that of the 69 annual conferences that reported, 27 had attrition 

rates from 30% to 50% for women clergy within the first 10 years of ministry. The Shaw 

study reported that according to the Division of Ordained Ministry of the United 

Methodist Church, "women are leaving local church ministry at a ten percent higher rate 

than male clergy" (Anna Shaw, The Problem Emerging, ,r 1). The same study reported, 

... many women do not expect to enter a system in which sexism exists, blatant 

or covert. One clergywoman, in providing her description of the four generations 

of women to come through the seminaries in recent years, said of her generation, 

"[T]he fourth wave, which I consider myself to be in, came out and said, 

'O my gosh, is this still a problem?' I was so naive. I had no idea that this was 

still a problem for women in ministry, and so, I don't know where women are 

coming out of seminary, whether they're wiser, or whether they're still coming 

out and saying, 'Oh, is this still a problem?'" (Anna Shaw, Seminaries, ,r 10) 

Albee (2000) helped answer this question. In a research project funded by Lilly 

Endowment, Albee interviewed a female United Methodist pastor in a small, rural 

congregation. The pastor was young, energetic, and second career. Albee reported that, 

... she does not believe that her gender affects how her congregation views her. 

"I don't think," she says, "that there is any huge gender inequity in my situation. 

There's nobody that's not coming to church because I'm a woman-at least not 

that I know of." (p. 462) 

Clergy women in the Anna Howard Shaw study ( 1997) indicated that 

denominational leaders were not always forthright in proving appointment information. 
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Some district superintendents were more interested in persuading female clergy to take an 

appointment rather than to accurately describe a ministry setting. They wrote, 

Once these women commit and move to an appointment, they discover the 

information they received was inaccurate. Some clergywomen appropriately 

described district superintendents as outright dishonest when they try to market 

appointments to clergywomen. The distribution of misinformation is particularly 

damaging when a clergywoman has been misleadingly told a congregation is open 

and receptive to having a female pastor. (Anna Shaw, The Appointment System, ,r 

13) 

In addition to being forthright in the appointive process, the Shaw study asserted that 

seminaries could become proactive in preparing women to enter ministry. Topics such as 

"self-care, congregational dynamics, power structures within the church, the appointment 

process, conflict management and negotiation" would all empower naive seminary 

students (Anna Shaw, Seminaries ,r). In addition, women are needed to mentor other 

women (Anna Shaw, Clergywomen, ,r 15). 

Taylor (1998) recalled a story told by a friend about a group of young girls 

venturing to the top of Mount Washington in the White Mountains of New Hampshire in 

the early 1900s, before the days of flashlights, airplanes, or televisions. The girls 

wandered too far and stayed far too long. As they began their descent, the fog rolled in so 

thick they could not see their hands in front of their faces. They were not sure of the way 

down. Taylor wrote, 
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But they agreed they would all hold hands and that they would not, under any 

circumstance, let go of one another. So that is how they did it-one girl at the 

front, picking her way down the mountain one step at a time-and all the rest of 

them strung out behind her, holding onto each other's wrists so that they made a 

living human chain. Every now and then someone would want to argue about 

which way to go and the others would listen, but what none of them did was let 

go. [Taylor's friend recalled] "That is how we made it at last. We found our way 

home by holding on to one another." (p. 79-80) 

Sherer (cited in Craig, 2004) recounted the Taylor (1998) story at a circle gathering of 

the female bishops in the United Methodist Church (UMC) in January 2003. At that time 

11 of the 13 women bishops (Christopher, Craig, Fisher, Huie, Hassinger, Kelly, 

Kammerer, Morrison, Rader, and Sherer) were together to share in the narrative 

experiences of childhood, teen, and young adult life that impacted their ministry. In the 

dialogue that followed Sherer ( cited in Craig, 2004) advocated "holding on" is what 

women clergy must do-hold on tightly as the journey is traversed. 

Within the context of the same conversation Huie ( cited in Craig, 2004 ), talked 

about relationships as an integrated web. She said, "I think The United Methodist Church 

is fundamentally relational. I think grace is relational. The real connection is relational" 

(p. 254). Rader recognized that women are different than men. Women are nurtured into 

the community, women are nurtured by the community of faith, and that nurturing allows 

women to build community that will continue to "identify and nurture other people" as 

well (p. 256). 
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• 
Huie ( cited in Craig, 2004) articulated the importance of staying connected to one 

another. As a part of the same dialogue, Kelly ( cited in Craig, 2004) responded to Huie 

positing, "Our thought patterns are different." Women need to hold on to each other 

because the culture shapes women uniquely. Specifically women clergy need to know 

"We're not out there by ourselves." Kelly went on to agree that the whole of the UMC is 

relational. (p. 273-74) 

Wheatley (2007) asserted that engagement in meaningful conversation 

dramatically changes relationships. When relationships are strong, people trust one 

another; they are also willing to invest in each other. When trust is present, there is a 

decrease in the level of anxiety, rebellion, and demands to be met. In addition, a way is 

opened that leads to forgiveness and cooperation. Chaos becomes an opportunity for 

creativity. 

Wheatley (2006) also called individuals to a higher level of functioning. She 

posited that leaders need to better learn how to "facilitate process" and "become savvy 

about how to foster relationships, how to nurture growth and development." She also 

advocated that persons "become better at listening, conversing, respecting one another's 

uniqueness, because these are essential for strong relationships" (p. 39). 

Women formally recognized as professional clergy in ministry may be the newest 

of the above explored fields. In 2006 the United Methodist Church celebrated the 50th 

anniversary of women to ordination as elders. Compared to over 100 years of recognition 

of female engineers, 158 years of women in medicine, and 128 years of women in the 

practice of law, female clergy would appear to be the "new kids" on the block, with much 
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to learn from female professional colleagues-mentoring, networking, encouraging, and 

lobbying. 

Resilience 

Walsh (1998) defined resilience as "the capacity to rebound from adversity 

strengthened and more resourceful" (p. 4 ). Resilience is an active process of endurance, 

self-righting, and growth out of crisis or persistent life challenges. Survivors of traumatic 

experiences may become trapped in a victim position, blocked from growth by anger or 

blame. In contrast, the qualities of resilience enable people to "heal from painful wounds, 

take charge of their lives, and go on to live and love fully" (p. 4). 

The paradox of resilience is that the worst of times can also bring out one's best. 

A crisis can lead to transformation and grown in unforeseen directions. It can be a "wake

up call" alerting one to the importance of loved ones or jolting awareness of the need to 

reorder life priorities. In the midst of suffering, as individual's dig deeply within self and 

reach out to others, the hardship endured opens ways for the spirit to grow. In turn, 

spiritual beliefs and practices strengthen the ability to withstand and transcend adversity. 

Such keys to resilience as meaning-making, hope, courage, perseverance, and 

connectedness are all enhanced by spirituality (Walsh, 1998). 

Simon, Murphy, and Smith (2005) advocated a solution-focused approach to 

family issues and asserted that a key component to building family resilience is 

recognizing challenges that the family has managed to traverse, and celebrating the 

strengths they already possess. They wrote, " ... it is not a matter of determining if the 

family is resilient, but how they are resilient" (p 432). Coutu (2002b) argued that most 
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people who are resilient have the ability to boldly perceive reality; strong values that 

include the belief that life is meaningful; and an ability to be flexible and improvise (p. 

48). She asserted that optimism is helpful to forge resilient strength, but only to the extent 

that it is grounded in a sense of reality. She noted that the Holocaust survivors said those 

who did not survive the concentration camps were those who were extreme optimists. 

Those who were able to survive and even thrive had the ability to find meaning, even in a 

hopeless situation. Coontz (1992) posited that there is a need to change the way 

individuals interact, and she advocated building systems that empower individuals to "act 

on their best values rather than on their worst ones" (p. 22). 

Coutu (2002b) argued that the qualities that foster resilience in individuals and 

families are imperative for organizational resilience. Companies must lift up those values 

that are premiere. These core values allow employees to think outside the box and 

imagine possibilities rather than be confounded. They foster the ability to discern 

meaning out of difficulty and thrive rather than barely survive. Although resilience may 

be a trait with which one is born, there is also increasing thought that it can be learned. 

Coutu stated, 

Resilience is a reflex, a way of facing and understanding the world, that is deeply 

etched into a person's mind and soul. Resilient people and companies face reality 

with staunchness, making meaning of hardship instead of crying out in despair, 

and improvise solutions from thin air. (p. 55) 
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Burn-Out 

Mueller and McDuff (2004) asserted that a mismatch of theological perspectives 

can lead to significant dissatisfaction and even conflict between clergy and the local 

church. Hoge and Wenger (2003) reported that conflict is the most prominent reason why 

people leave ministry. This reason is compounded by lack of denominational support, 

burnout, and feeling constrained in ministry. 

Maslach (2003) asserted that there is a direct correlation between age and burnout, 

and that the young suffer most from burnout. She stated, "'Older but wiser' seems to be 

the case here-with increased age, people are more stable and mature, have a more 

balanced perspective on life, and are less prone to the excesses of burnout" (p. 100). 

Maslach went on to posit that "The link between burnout and turnover often appears 

early. Two years (give or take a year) is most frequently cited as the first critical point at 

which burnout will lead people to quit and get out" (p. 136). 

Francis, Kaldor, Shevlin, and Lewis (2004) reported that younger clergy are more 

susceptible to emotional exhaustion and burnout than are older clergy. They argued that 

burnout is more likely to occur in the early years of a professional' s career. They 

recognized that this report may be skewed because younger clergy may have exited from 

the ministry, and the older group who have survived burnout remain. Maslach (2003) also 

drew this conclusion regarding professionals. She stated, 

In many of my research interviews, people said that the first bout with burnout 

was likely to happen in the first few years of one's career .... Because of the 

early dropout of the burned out, they will not be around five or ten years later to 
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answer questions about the emotional strain of their work. In other words, the 

older people-workers are the survivors-the ones who managed to handle the 

early threat of burnout and stayed on to do well in their careers. Not surprisingly, 

then, they report less burnout than their younger colleagues. (p. 100) 

Elsewhere Maslach, Schaufeli, and Leiter (2001) posited that age is consistently related 

to burnout, and that burnout is a high risk early in one's career. They also reported that 

this interpretation has not been very well studied and has an inherent bias toward those 

who exhibit lower levels of burnout. 

Maslach and Leiter ( 1997) have reported that conventional wisdom says that 

burnout is predominantly an individual problem. When workers become burned out, the 

treatment is to typically change the person, or get rid of them. Maslach and Leiter 

adamantly disagreed with the position of "blaming" the individual. They stated," ... our 

research argues most emphatically otherwise. As a result of extensive study, we believe 

that burnout is not a problem of the people themselves, but of the social environment in 

which people work" (p. 18). As Leiter and Maslach (2001) later stated, "Blaming 

individuals for experiencing burnout is non-productive" (p. 49). 

Maslach and Leiter ( 1997) have however reported a correlation between the 

nature of the job and the nature of the individual who is doing the work. They posited that 

the incidence of burnout is higher when a worker-person and the work-to-be-done are 

mismatched. This disparity is evident through (a) work overload-having to do too much 

in too little time; (b) lack of control-inability to make choices and/or decisions; ( c) lack 

of reward-need for approval, recognition both of ourselves and our work; ( d) lack of 
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community-people do not do well in isolation; ( e) lack of fairness-we all need respect 

and confirmation of our self-worth; and (f) a conflict of values-when we are asked to do 

work that is unethical or clashes with our personal values, pride, integrity, and/or self 

respect. Maslach and Leiter asserted that burnout is the result of these mismatches, and in 

a downward spiral, "Energy turns into exhaustion, involvement turns into cynicism, and 

efficacy turns into ineffectiveness" (p. 24 ). 

Kerr and Bowen (1988) have posited that there is a direct correlation between 

stress and one's ability to define self in the midst of pressures, also known as self

differentiation. These pressures come from the psychological pressure put on self and the 

pressure others exert upon an individual to think, feel, or behave in certain ways. If the 

ability to define self in the midst of this pressure is low, then anxiety increases. The more 

an individual tries to reduce anxiety, the lower the level of emotional reserve to manage 

additional anxiety becomes, which then leads to burnout. 

In addition, Friedman (1999) argued that the one most likely to burnout is not 

necessarily the one doing the most work, or even putting in long hours, but rather is the 

one who is caught in an emotionally responsible position for others and their problems. 

He wrote, 

It is absolutely absurd to assume that energetic, passionate, responsible leaders or 

parents can avoid 'overworking.' But they can avoid over-functioning, by which I 

mean becoming responsible for the relationships or problems of others. An 

emotional process view of burnout holds that the stress of leaders is, above all, 

determined by the extent to which they become caught in the confluence of their 
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institution's various emotional fields, not simply by the quantity of their 

"workload." (p. 22) 

The assertions of Kerr and Bowen (1988) and Friedman (1999) may sound 

radically different from Maslach and Leiter (1997); however, four ofMaslach and 

Leiter's "mismatch" list fit Kerr, Bowen, and Friedman's definition oflack of self 

differentiation. That is to say, Maslach and Leiter listed lack of control, reward, 

community, and fairness as each contributing to proof that there is a mismatch between 

work and worker. Kerr, Bowen, and Friedman would posit that each of these is a 

contributor to one's inability to self-define, as self-differentiation requires being able to 

take stands at the risk of displeasing others, gain reward from within rather than from 

approval or recognition of others, stand alone in times of conflict and turmoil and find 

self-worth as confirmation not from others but from inside ourselves. 

In addition, in her later work Maslach (2003) further asserted that everyone is at 

risk of burnout to some extent, but those with specific characteristics are more inclined to 

burnout. She reported that those more inclined to burnout exhibited the following 

qualities: (a) low self-esteem or self-confidence; (b) not able to set personal limits and 

recognition of responsibilities; ( c) high level of needing approval and affection, where all 

else is sacrificed conflicts with personal need to achieve; ( d) lack of autonomy and 

control; that is either feeling helpless, powerless, and trapped or excessive need to 

control; and ( e) lack of healthy expression of emotions, such as hostility, fear, 

impatience, and empathy. There seems to be a direct relationship between these 

characteristics and the above definition of self-differentiation. 
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Maslach, Schaufeli, and Leiter (2001) also recognized the need for sharing of 

information and control in order to help prevent burnout. They advocated allowing 

workers to participate in decision making. In addition, Maslach (2003) asserted that 

establishing community by getting in touch with colleagues is an important first step in 

the prevention of and recovery from burnout. She posited that the key element is to 

establish trust. The social support and companionship of colleagues can offer help, 

comfort, insight, the realization of not being alone, rewards, and humor. Maslach warned, 

however, of small group support becoming "bitch sessions" in which there is catharsis for 

releasing pent-up frustrations, but little positive action of how to change what is taking 

place. 

Burnout prevention begins with management, and is an organizational project. 

According to Maslach and Leiter (1997), burnout prevention is enhanced when the 

organization and its people are connected and when people in the organization are 

connected to each other. The outcome directly impacts mismatches between work and 

worker. Burnout prevention is a continuous process. More recently, Maslach (2001, 

January) has recognized burnout as a systemic issue. She stated, "Just as individuals can 

be characterized as 'healthy' in terms of their physical and emotional well-being, so can 

organizations be judged as 'healthy' in terms of the social interactions among their 

members" (p. 610). 

"Stress and burnout," wrote Friedman ( 1999) "are relational rather than 

quantitative, and are due primarily to getting caught in a responsible position for others 

and their problems" (p. 256). According to Friedman, from the Bowen systems theory 
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perspective if one desires to prevent burnout a critical component is to focus on the self 

and self-functioning, that is, to self-differentiate. 

Leadership and Management 

Willimon (2001) described the role of the transactional leader versus the 

transformational leader. He defined the transformational leader as one who calls 

followers to a higher level of functioning. These leaders are willing to "stand in that 

tension between the end of an old world and the beginning of a new, always reformed 

and reforming .... Such leadership" he argued, "is nothing less than a life and death 

matter for the church" (p. 279-281). 

Wheatley (2006) asserted that a key role for leaders is establishing clarity about 

organizational values. She stated, 

The leader's role is not to make sure that people know exactly what to do and 

when to do it. Instead, leaders need to ensure that there is strong and evolving 

clarity about who the organization is. When this clear identity is available, it 

serves every member of the organization. Even in chaotic circumstances, 

individuals can make congruent decisions. (p. 131) 

It is not the leader or organizational intelligence that holds the organization together-it 

is clarity of vision and purpose. Wheatley argued that leaders must function at a high 

level and be savvy about process, relationships, and the nurturing of growth and 

development. She advocated leaders need to hone skills in "listening, conversing, [ and] 

respecting one another's uniqueness, because these are essential for strong relationships" 

(p. 39). Commitment and capacity for success are increased when everyone involved in 
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the organization understands and contributes to organizational identity. Wheatley (2006, 

2007) also asserted, 

It is also notable that when we engage in meaningful conversations as an 

organization ... everything changes. People develop new levels of trust for one 

another, they become more cooperative and forgiving. People stop being so 

arbitrary and demanding when they are a part of the process, when they no longer 

have to dramatize their voice in order to get someone's attention. (p. 70) 

Similarly, Buckingham, and Coffman (1999) posited that managers, critical to an 

organization's success, determine how productive an employee is, and how long she will 

stay with the company. It is the manager who has the power to influence productivity and 

longevity. In the words of Buckingham and Coffman, "Managers trump companies" (p. 

36). Great managers simply stop trying to make people what they are not, and instead 

"try to help each person become more and more of who he already is" (p. 57). 

Buckingham and Coffman (1999) argued that managers must be able to select the 

talent they need. They defined talents as "recurring patterns of behavior" (p. 99). Talents 

make up the essence of an individual's being. A manager must know first what talents 

she wants for the task at hand. Then striving to reject a focus on pathology, she creates an 

environment in which the employee's talent can flourish. 

No matter how talented an individual may be, it is human nature to resist change 

and to cling to status quo. Clampitt, Williams, and DeKoch (2002), posited that, 

"employees who work in organisations [sic] that embrace uncertainty tend to be more 

satisfied with their jobs and committed to their companies" (p. 212). In addition, these 
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employees are more likely to be less cynical, and more readily identify with the company 

(p. 213 ). When managers and corporate officers lead the way by routinely dealing with 

the chaos of uncertainty, the capacity to practice innovative problem solving is fostered. 

Confidence stems from the ability to solve problems creatively, rather than knowing the 

answers ahead of time (p. 225). A critical talent then, for both manager and employee is 

the ability to embrace uncertainty. 

Miller (2002) said it this way: 

Strong leadership is central to successful major change .... What differentiates 

the good leader from the bad? The latter tries to allay fears that change may be 

messy .... The good leader builds high levels of commitment and resolve .... 

The good leader is adaptable and can therefore navigate change successfully. (p. 

359) 

"Change management is really mostly about courage," posited Furnham (2002). 

Managers must lead the way in the courage to fail, "to try something new, to be ahead of 

your time, to trust your instincts, to be creative-knowing it could all go very wrong with 

very significant consequences for the manager and who they manage" (p. 22). An 

abundance of emotional courage is needed to help people work through anxiety and 

distress. Furnham called for managers and followers to exhibit the courage of Bonhoeffer 

or Wallenberg-moral courage-to stand for moral beliefs. He said, "It is the courage not 

to give into or turn a blind eye to wrong doing. It may be about little else than ensuring 

fairness" (p. 23). And finally, the courage to confront underperformance is essential. 

Furnham asserted that people often under perform simply because they lack ability or 
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training. They may be distracted, or may have personality traits that inhibit performance. 

Or, stated Furnham, "There is a fifth and final cause of underperf ormance. And that may 

be the way in which the person has been managed in the past" (p. 25). 

The second key outlined by Buckingham and Coffman ( 1999) is to define the 

right outcomes and encompasses the basic managerial responsibility, which is to "focus 

people toward performance" (p. 110). When each person finds her own route to the 

clearly defined goal, the manager and employee are aligned in harmony. Responsibility is 

encouraged, and the employee is able to use his talents to best accomplish the task. 

If one has defined the outcome, but is not prepared to take the essential steps to 

achieve it, the goal may never be reached. Mohr and Dichter (2001) addressed stages of 

getting from "here to there." It is the responsibility of the leader to be in charge and to 

keep the group from "falling into 'process worship."' Mohr and Dichter also stated, 

"Letting processes become a substitute for good judgment can lead to well-executed, 

terrible decisions" (p. 7 46). The leader must be comfortable with messiness and even 

chaos. When followers say, "'I'm not comfortable with that'" (p. 746), it is the leader's 

job to help convey that the goal is not comfort. Simultaneously, mistakes are welcomed 

as a necessary part of learning. 

In the third key of focusing on strengths, Buckingham and Coffman (1999) 

elicited a critical point. Instead of trying to perfect "the other," which is a focus on 

weakness, great managers intentionally focus on strengths. They spend the most time 

with their best people. Great managers also focus on excellence and realize that "average 

thinking" limits performance (p. 162). 
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Buckingham and Coffman ( 1999) argued that finding the right fit for the task at 

hand is the final key to good management. It is essential that the manager "steer the 

employee toward roles where the employee has the greatest chance of success" (p. 177). 

Rather than promoting employees to their level of incompetence, great managers lift up 

the prestige in every role that is performed in excellence. 

Once the employee has been steered toward success, it is imperative that the 

leader delegate and resist the impulse to rescue, asserted Gunn and Raskin Gullickson 

(2003). It is crucial for staff to "believe that they 'did it themselves"' (p. 12). "Great 

leaders sometimes delegate so effectively that they appear not to be doing much of 

anything," says Gunn and Raskin Gullickson (p. 11). Leadership becomes a matter of 

empowerment, support, and the recognition that, "People avoid taking responsibility 

when the climate is fearful or when stepping into situations risks retributions" (p. 12). 

Wheatley (2006) urged individuals to draw back from the immediacy of a 

situation and look at it from a big picture perspective. She encouraged looking at the 

situation from the perspective of the whole. She argued that this shift in perspective 

demands new skills. She wrote, 

We all have to learn how to support the workings of each other, to realize that 

intelligence is distributed and that it is our role to nourish others with truthful, 

meaningful information. Fed by such information, everyone can more capably 

deal with issues and dilemmas that appear in their area. It is no longer the leader's 

tasks to deal with all problems piece by piece, in a linear and never satisfying 

fashion. (p. 102) 
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In The United Methodist system, clergy and laity alike are responsible for 

leadership. However, it is the elder who is ordained with the responsibility of word, 

sacrament and order-where order is the organization of the temporal life of the church. 

While each elder appointed to the local church leads and manages congregational life, it 

is the elder who is in the role and office of the district superintendent that is most closely 

aligned with that of a corporate manager. 

Summary 

This chapter outlined three of the basic tenets of family systems theory

differentiation, anxiety, and triangulation. Multiple perspectives on feminist theory were 

explored. Non-traditional professions for women were examined, including ministry, 

engineering, medicine, and the practice of law. The topics of resilience, bum-out, and 

leadership and management were also reviewed. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

This qualitative dissertation described the roles and resources that female elders in 

the United Methodist Church have used and are using in ministry, utilizing a qualitative, 

strengths-based model. Chapter III discusses the selection of research participants and 

their characteristics; outlines how the participants were contacted and informed of 

potential benefits and risks of participation including confidentiality; and the procedures 

through which data were collected. Finally, the chapter will explore the researcher's role 

in this study from an insider's perspective. 

Participants 

Female bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors in large churches were 

interviewed and asked to share the stories of their ministry. The role that relationships 

with colleagues, family, and congregations play in the day-to-day chaos and creativity of 

ministry were explored as participants described resources that help them cope. Practices 

that equip female clergy as lead pastors were documented. 

The sample of participants was a convenience sample. The website for The United 

Methodist Church was explored for names and contact information of female bishops and 

district superintendents. A search of annual conference data journals was conducted to 

find female senior pastors of large congregations. The council of bishops and district 

superintendents was sought for referrals of large church female senior pastors. Lists of 
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General Conference delegates for 2008 were reviewed in an effort to broaden the 

participant pool. The sample consisted of 2 female bishops, 6 female district 

superintendents, and 5 female senior pastors from the large church setting, across 5 states. 

The potential participants were contacted by telephone and in some cases when 

invited by the secretary, the initial contact by the researcher was made via e-mail. During 

the initial contact, the researcher introduced herself and invited participation in the 

project (see Appendix A). If the participant was willing, a one to one-and-one-half hour, 

face-to-face interview was scheduled. A follow-up letter confirming the appointment was 

sent (see Appendix B). All participants were interviewed individually. Every effort was 

made to interview participants in their place of appointment/work; however the desires of 

the participants were primary in determining the interview location. 

The demographic characteristics of the research participants was explored 

including level and place of education, age, marital status, years under appointment in the 

United Methodist Church, and years in current appointment utilizing a one-page 

questionnaire. This questionnaire also included the opportunity to respond to brief 

questions about spiritual discipline routines, continuing education, and offices and roles 

in which the participant serves. Finally the participant was given the opportunity to 

provide information regarding appointments where she has served as the first female 

senior pastor, the congregation's size, and receptivity (see Appendix C). 

Denzin and Lincoln (2003a, 2003b) asserted that triangulation and crystallization 

add rigor to the researcher's product. Although similar in concept to triangulation, 

crystallization is a postmodern term that recognizes there are more than three sides from 
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which to observe a research project. Both terms recognize the multi-faceted aspects of 

doing qualitative research. In order to add triangulation and crystallization in this project, 

information that is publicly available about the research participants was studied prior to 

interviews. Sermons, websites, and published resources were researched to learn as much 

about the participant as possible. · In addition, the participants were invited to share 

photographs, video tapes, and other resources that are meaningful and provide insight to 

their ministry and narrative in the confirmation letter. Denzin and Lincoln also posited 

that fairness and authenticity are achieved through balance. The inquirer recognized her 

bias, as well as her location in the research project, and fully disclosed to the participants. 

The researcher has worked to accurately represent the voice, or voices, of the participants 

(see Appendix D). 

Protection of Human Subjects 

Denzin and Lincoln (2003b) argued that participants of research have the right to 

be informed about both hazards and benefits of their involvement in a research project. 

For this study, research participants were asked to voluntarily participate. They were 

mailed a written, informed consent form outlining the potential risks and benefits of their 

participation prior to the interview. The form was explained to them verbally as well at 

the time of the interview. A statement was included in the form giving them permission 

to end their participation at any time (see Appendix E). Confidentiality by the researcher, 

the research advisor, and the peer de-briefer was maintained at all times. In order to offer 

anonymity and personal privacy the research participants were assigned a number which 
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has been used to record and file data. Pseudonyms were used where appropriate. Names 

of churches or other information regarding local or regional location were not used. 

The researcher contacted the participant after the consent was mailed to confirm 

participation. In addition to the informed consent, participants were offered the option of 

filling out a questionnaire that included name, places and years they have served under 

appointment, level and place of education, age, material status, and total years under 

appointment in the United Methodist Church. They were given the opportunity to report 

their participation in continuing education events, offices and leadership roles they have 

held, positions to which they have been elected, and spiritual disciplines in which they 

participate (see Appendix C). Participants were offered reimbursement for any and all 

participation expenses incurred (see Appendix F). 

After the interview, a follow-up thank you letter was written and mailed to each 

participant (see Appendix G). At the end of the research project, participants were given 

information regarding access to the dissertation. 

Research Design 

Interviews were conducted in a location of the participant's choice, most 

frequently in their place of work and service. The researcher attempted to learn all she 

could about the research participant prior to the interview. The researcher practiced self

reflection through journaling during the research process. In addition, a peer graduate 

student who is also a professional colleague with a research background, and the research 

advisor were utilized in peer de-briefing with the researcher. The researcher met regularly 

with the research advisor to process the progression of the research project. These 
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meetings helped facilitate the researcher's objectivity in analysis. Confidentiality was 

maintained throughout the de-briefing process. 

The research interviews were limited in structure. A prepared list of questions 

guided the research conversation, when the participant asked for prompts. However, the 

participants were free to expound on topics of their own, and invited to openly speak 

about strengths of women in ministry as they desired ( see Appendixes H and I). 

The interview began with the researcher offering words of introduction and 

establishing rapport with the participant (see Appendix I). The researcher explained her 

role in the research project, as well as her location within the field that is being 

researched. The goal of the research project-to explore ways that female elders in the 

United Methodist Church are equipped for ministry-was reviewed. The participant was 

then informed of potential risks and benefits of participation in the research project. 

A dialogue of a casual, informal, conversational nature was initiated by the 

researcher as the interview began. As time and responses allowed, the following 

questions provided a framework for that dialogue: 

1. How did you learn what it means to be, and how to be female and senior 

pastor? Did anyone teach you, work with you, mentor you, or help you to 

understand the dynamics of being female and the leader of a local 

congregation? 

2. What practices strengthen your ministry? 

3. What were your first hopes and dreams? What did you hope you would 

accomplish when you first arrived here? (Wheatley, 2006, p. 132) 
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4. Talk about a time of creativity in your ministry. What led up to that point? 

5. What impact has your ability to work in the midst of creativity and conflict 

had on your ministry? Has this ability made a difference in your life, the life 

of others? 

6. How do you tend to relationships in your ministry? With self? Family? 

Colleagues? Leaders and Superiors? 

7. What has helped/hindered this tending? 

8. What role have relationships played in your ministry? What relationships 

bolster you in ministry? 

9. What do you spend time talking to people about? 

10. What do you spend time listening to people talk about? 

11. How do creativity and conflict impact your receptivity to things that are new? 

Appointments? Change in the hierarchical structure? Leadership? Local 

church process, progress and structure? 

12. Seminal incident-how/why did you get into ministry to begin with? Would 

you briefly share your call story? (For an organizational chart of how these 

questions relate to the primary research questions see Appendix J). 

The researcher took written notes as the participants respond to the interview 

questions. A digital voice recorder was also used as a backup, which allowed the 

researcher to return to the interview session for clarification about responses. If the 

participant's name is used during the interview, it was transcribed as an interview 

participant number, not as a name. 
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At the close of the interview, the participant was thanked for her time and for 

sharing. A reimbursement of expense form was offered to each participant ( see Appendix 

F). The participant was provided with the researcher's e-mail and contact information in 

case opportunity for additional comments or questions of clarification was desired. 

Methodology/Data Collection 

This research project was a sharing of stories. As the participants shared their 

stories with others, new insights were gained and new ways of being were learned and 

fostered. Wheatley (2006) asserted, "We need to become savvy about how to foster 

relationships, how to nurture growth and development. All of us need to become better at 

listening, conversing, respecting one another's uniqueness because these are essential for 

strong relationships" (p. 39). 

As relationships are bolstered, so are ways of being. When asked to make 

recommendations for denominational use, one United Methodist clergy, age 49, who was 

interviewed by Hoge and Wenger (2003) asserted that (United Methodist) clergy are in 

dire need of a sense of community. Other pastors interviewed spoke of isolation, need for 

conflict negotiation, and denominational support. Additionally, pastors felt that neither 

the congregation nor denominational leaders were accurate in their depiction of the 

church's history, church needs, and expectations in moving to new pastoral assignments. 
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Ethnography 

Ethnography as a methodology of research allows the researcher to step into the 

world of the research participant (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b). Bochner and Ellis (1999) 

asserted, 

A narrative ethnography is a story and/or a performance that intends to open up 

conversation among diverse people about the ethical, moral, and political 

dimensions of social life encompassing issues such as race, gender, sexuality, 

disability, loss, community, justice, marginality, multiplicity, discrimination, and 

oppression (p. 495). 

The purpose of utilizing ethnography in this dissertation is to give voice to those whose 

stories can inform and influence others. Ethnography, argued Bochner and Ellis, help 

form shared meanings, provoke new understandings, discover fresh realities, and create 

mutual values. 

Gubrium and Holstein (1993) argued that phenomenology is not really a theory, 

but rather is an "approach" to the study of family. Phenomenologists are concerned with 

the meaning assigned to social objects; how that meaning is constructed, and how it 

relates from one area of study to another. This assigned meaning allows researchers to 

"sort experience into objects and categories of things" (p. 655). Language not only 

describes the meaning one gives, but also defines and constructs that meaning. 

Ellis (2002) wrote, "Sometimes we serve as narrators; other times we take on the 

voice of researcher; and still others, we act as characters in our stories" (p. 403). Ellis 

encouraged the ethnographer to allow the images to flow and to engage the reader. She 
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beckoned researchers to lay down the desire to argue and fight the text and instead to 

establish a relationship with it. As she wrestles with the inclination to judge and criticize, 

Ellis offered, "Wouldn't it be productive if all of us read and spoke across boundary lines 

of discipline and area rather than paying attention primarily to those already in our 

scholarly enclaves?" (p. 404). 

Bochner ( 1997) asserted that "there is nothing as theoretical as a good story" (p. 

435). Theory need not be divorced or detached from narrative, nor is it necessary for 

theory to be an end in itself. Bochner encouraged scholars to wrestle with the hard 

questions of things like, "What do we do, now that we know this information about 

behaviors?" "How does knowing this story impact my behavior in the world and my 

community?" 

Bochner and Ellis ( 1999) asserted that ethics is at the heart of ethnography. 

Ethnography opens an opportunity for and guide to ethical conversation. They outlined 

some questions that may guide self reflection and analysis. They wrote, 

What are our obligations to other human beings? What are our obligations to 

ourselves? What sort of human beings do we want to become? How can we 

become more caring, more involved, and more helpful? How should we live our 

lives? These questions are ethical, but they are also political and spiritual as well 

.... They are more about the consequences of human differences, about the 

potentials and limitations of human communication and relationship, and about 

how to keep conversation going and with whom. (p. 493) 
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When the voice of those who have been silenced is allowed and encouraged to 

emerge and is heard, transformation is possible. The primary procedure for data 

collection in this research project was ethnography. The researcher engaged the 

participant on the participant's "turf," having prepared herself as thoroughly as possible 

prior to the encounter by reading and listening to the participant's sermons, through the 

exploration of websites to which the research participant contributes, and by searching 

for publications that tell about the participant's professional or personal history. The 

researcher engaged the participant in meaningful conversation, by carefully paying 

attention to body language, facial expressions, and by practicing reflective listening. The 

participants were given the opportunity to share documents, audio-visual resources, and 

other meaningful objects with the researcher. Throughout the interview, the researcher 

checked accuracy of understanding with the research participant. 

Although the researcher constructed composites of stories and events, there is a 

risk that the identity of the participant may be discovered. In addition, there is the risk 

that the finished product may be accurate from the researcher's perspective, but may not 

accurately reflect what the participant intended. 

Throughout the interviews, the researcher practiced reflexivity by keeping a 

personal journal and writing in it regularly. Participant names were not used in the 

researcher's personal journal. The researcher met regularly with the research advisor to 

process the progress of the research. Journal notes were made on these meetings as well. 
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Analysis of Data 

The interview data that were collected were transcribed as soon as possible after 

the interview session. A data transcription company trained in matters of confidentiality 

was utilized. If names of the participants were used in the interview session and recorded 

on the digital voice recording, they were not transcribed. Only participant numbers were 

used. Data were reviewed for general content and overall meaning, as the researcher read 

through each transcript several times. The researcher watched for patterns and color

coded key words. XSight qualitative research analysis software was also utilized to 

categorize and color-code data. 

The researcher reflected by journal writing throughout the process. The data were 

highlighted and coded according to themes and topics. Mind mapping and organizational 

charts were used to help organize her work. Data were combed for underlying meanings. 

The researcher looked for themes that were anticipated, those that were a surprise, and 

those that were relevant to larger theories. From these themes a narrative that reflected 

the perspectives of the research participants and utilized the participant's words as 

frequently as possible was fashioned. Rich, thick descriptions were utilized to convey the 

findings. Information that was contrary to the emergent themes was also noted (Creswell, 

2003). 
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Researcher's Role 

The role of the researcher was similar to that of a midwife throughout this 

process. The opportunity to enter into the realm of "the other" and to hear their stories 

was a sacramental occasion. The researcher maintained an awareness of her own biases, 

and worked to both acknowledge and bracket preconceived notions. The researcher was 

also impacted by her participation in this research. 

Bochner and Ellis (1999) asserted that research impacts not only those who are 

being researched, but also the one who conducts research as well. The life of the 

ethnographer is influenced as she internally draws correlations between the people she 

writes about and her own experiences, some of these struggles may be at a deep, moral 

level. New meanings of which the researcher is not even aware may be evoked from the 

research project. Bochner (2005) offered, "The writer-the teller of the story-needs to 

write it to work her way through the pain and be transformed by its truth." (p. 52) 

Bochner encouraged awareness of feelings and physical sensations and asserted that 

people learn through conformity. He also argued that there is strength in shared stories, 

experience and collaboration. 

This was especially true in this research project where the researcher remained a 

part of the group studied. She knew some of the research participants. This connection 

opened possibilities of interviews, and afforded the researcher an insider's perspective. 

The disadvantage was that it potentially created research bias and presuppositions. The 

researcher frequently had had experiences similar to that of the participant. She worked to 
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be alert to the intrusion of her own experience and danger of projecting her story onto 

others. 

Summary 

This chapter discussed the selection of research participants, described how they 

were contacted and informed of potential benefits and risks of participation in this 

research project. It outlined the process for maintaining confidentiality and informing the 

participants of potential risks and benefits of taking part in this project. The methods of 

collecting data were explored including how the data were coded and sorted into themes. 

Finally, the chapter outlined the researcher's role in the research project. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This qualitative dissertation describes the roles and resources that female elders in 

the United Methodist Church have used and are currently using in ministry. Chapter IV 

describes interviews and data collection process, the participant profiles, and will then 

explore the emergent themes in the data. These themes are placed into four primary 

categories: relational, personal, professional, and leadership. 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to describe the roles and resources that female 

elders in the United Methodist Church use in ministry. This study used a qualitative 

approach and strengths-based model. United Methodist female elders who currently serve 

as bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors of large congregations were 

interviewed and invited to share the stories of their experiences in ministry. Strategies 

and techniques that they have used to maneuver situations of conflict were described. 

Practices that equip female clergy as lead pastors were documented. 
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Research Questions 

The following questions guided the exploration in this study: 

1. What are the institutional resources that female bishops, district 

superintendents, and large church senior pastors use in ministry? 

2. What are the personal tools and resources that they have used? 

3. How do female clergy perceive their role in ministry? 

4. How does being female impact ministry? 

Data Collection Process 

A pilot interview was conducted with a female elder who fit the research 

participant profile. Because there were no changes to the interview questions or 

procedure, data from the pilot interview were used in the final sample and combined with 

the 12 other interviews. The interviews were conducted in a 5-state area with 2 female 

bishops, 6 district superintendents, and 5 large church female senior pastors. Of the 13 

interviews, 11 were conducted in the eider's office. The remaining 2 interviews were 

conducted in a private room in the business offices of the conference. The duration of the 

interviews was from 4 7 to 81 minutes each, with an average time of approximately 61 

minutes. 

The research interviews were limited in structure, beginning with an introductory 

statement by the researcher. A prepared list of questions guided the interview and the 

participants were given opportunity to speak openly as they desired. Participants were 

also invited at the beginning and the end of the interview to speak freely about the 
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strengths of women in ministry. As time allowed, the following questions provided a 

framework for dialogue: 

1. How did you learn what it means to be, and how to be female and senior 

pastor? Did anyone teach you, work with you, mentor you, or help you to 

understand the dynamics of being female and the leader of a local 

congregation? 

2. What practices strengthen your ministry? 

3. What were your first hopes and dreams? What did you hope you would 

accomplish when you first arrived here? (Wheatley, 2006, p. 132) 

4. Talk about a time of creativity in your ministry. What led up to that point? 

5. What impact has your ability to work in the midst of creativity and conflict 

had on your ministry? Has this ability made a difference in your life, the life 

of others? 

6. How do you tend to relationships in your ministry? With self? Family? 

Colleagues? Leaders and Superiors? 

7. What has helped/hindered this tending? 

8. What role have relationships played in your ministry? What relationships 

bolster you in ministry? 

9. What do you spend time talking to people about? 

10. What do you spend time listening to people talk about? 
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11. How do creativity and conflict impact your receptivity to things that are new? 

Appointments? Change in the hierarchical structure? Leadership? Local 

church process, progress and structure? 

12. Seminal incident-how/why did you get into ministry to begin with? Would 

you briefly share your call story? (For an organizational chart of how these 

questions relate to the primary research questions see Appendix J). 

A reimbursement of expense form was offered and declined in all 13 cases. The 

participants were provided with the researcher's e-mail and contact information as well as 

that of the research advisor should she desire to make additional comment or ask 

questions of clarification. A thank-you letter and copy of the consent form were mailed to 

each participant. At the close of the interview, the participants were provided with 

information regarding access to the dissertation. 

During the interviews a digital voice recorder was used, and the researcher also 

took written notes. Upon return to the researcher's home office, the recordings were 

downloaded onto a computer in a secure area. Each participant was assigned a participant 

number by the researcher. The number was comprised of the numerical order of the 

interviews followed by a "0" combined with the participant's level of appointment (1 for 

bishop's, 2 for DS's; 3 for senior pastors) the participant's number of years of service 

followed by the month of the interview. For example, the number 303184 indicates 

someone who was the third interview, a senior pastor with 18 years of service, and was 

interviewed in April. This number was utilized in note-taking and all record-keeping. A 

master list of participant names and matching participant code number were kept in a 
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locked file drawer in the researcher's home office. The participant number was used in data 

transcription. The research participant was not identified in the transcription process. 

The interview data collected were transcribed as soon as possible after the 

interview session. A data transcriptionist trained and credentialed in matters of privacy 

and confidentiality was used to transcribe audio recordings. After the recordings were 

transcribed, the researcher read each transcript thoroughly. After all the transcripts were 

collected, they were read through twice more in chronological order. Notes were made 

regarding ideas that were repeated multiple times. The researcher categorically reflected on 

the transcripts and selected four major themes or categories in which the narratives fit: 

relational, personal, professional, and leadership. These themes were organized according 

to number of responses that fit into each, with the most frequent responses listed first. 

Some responses were used in multiple categories. 

The recorded transcriptions were then entered into XSight qualitative analysis 

software. The transcriptions were combed again, marked, and comments were divided 

into the four primary categories. These comments were printed out, read again, and notes 

were made in the margins of the print outs regarding main ideas of the comments. These 

were again marked within the XSight software and the secondary topics were labeled. 
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Description of Participants 

A thorough search was done of the website of the United Methodist Church to 

find those persons elected as General Conference clergy delegates for 2008, who were 

also female and elders. An assumption was made that females serving as General 

Conference clergy delegates would have at least an average or higher than average 

number of years of tenure within the United Methodist Church, and thus the increased 

possibility they might serve in a larger congregation. 

Notes were made of the pastor's name and place of appointment. This information 

was utilized to find (if available) the professional website of the ministry to which the 

pastor had been appointed. Congregational websites were then carefully reviewed. 

Photographic pages were examined, newsletters read, and the size of the total staff and 

specifically clergy staff were noted. These were considered indicators of the potential 

size of the church. 

A table was created that indicated the clergy's name, place of appointment and 

response upon each phone call. This information was recorded as phone calls were then 

made to an initial 15 church offices and inquiries made regarding the average worship 

attendance. This search yielded four congregations with a female senior pastor, and an 

average worship attendance of 400 or greater, and one church with a female senior pastor 

and unknown worship attendance. A call was made to the office of the bishop to inquire 

about the worship size of that particular congregation. The bishop's office confirmed that 

the congregation had more than 400 in worship; however, in the interview process it was 

learned that the average worship attendance was "just over 350." 
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The list of 5 potential research participants then became the focus because they fit 

the research criteria. Phone calls were made to each of these senior pastors. In 3 cases an 

e-mail was sent to make the initial contact with the elder, at the invitation of the elder' s 

secretary. All 5 elders returned the call or e-mail. All 5 agreed to participate in the 

research study. An attempt to reach additional senior pastors ceased when the desired 5 

participants were scheduled. A total of 13 interviews were conducted with 2 bishops, 6 

district superintendents, and 5 large church female senior pastors. 

Female district superintendents and bishops were easily identified through web

based research. A search was conducted of the United Methodist Church website to 

locate leadership within Annual Conferences. Of these leaders, those who were thought 

to be female based on first name were selected. Photographs on the General Conference 

webpage were used to confirm gender. Two bishops and 6 district superintendents were 

phoned, based on location to proximity to large church female senior pastors. In 2 cases 

an e-mail was sent to make the initial contact with the elder, at the invitation of the 

eider's secretary. All 8 elders returned the phone call or e-mail. All 8 agreed to 

participate in the research study. Of these, one was asked to participate as a pilot 

interview. The elder agreed. Inquiries regarding prospective participation ceased when 

the planned number of research participants was scheduled. In total, 13 elders were 

contacted and 13 replied in the affirmative regarding participation for a 100% agreement 

rate. Of these, all 13 (100%) also participated in the scheduled interview. 

The research participants were all female, ordained elders in the United Methodist 

Church, and serving as bishops, district superintendents, or large church senior pastors. 
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After the interview was scheduled and in process, one large church participant revealed 

that her congregation had an average worship attendance of less than 400. However, 

because the congregation averages over 350 in worship attendance, the data were utilized. 

Of the 13 research participants, 7 identified themselves as second-career clergy. 

Nine identified themselves as not having grown up in the United Methodist Church or in 

any church at all. Each participant was given the opportunity to complete a demographic 

page. There were various levels of participation. Of the 12 who provided demographic 

information, years of appointment ranged from 8 to 38 with an average of 23 years under 

appointment. Participant age ranged from 46 to 63 years with an average of 54 years. All 

of the participants indicated they practice daily spiritual disciplines and participate in 

continuing education events. Five participants are currently divorced; two indicated they 

had been previously divorced and were remarried. Six self-identified as married. Five 

reported having very supportive spouses and 1 participant reported a supportive ex

spouse. 

The smallest church that had been served in the work life of the participants had 

an average worship attendance of 12; the largest 1281. All of the elders had been the first 

female senior pastor in at least one congregation. Eleven participants had served 

congregations where the congregation was perceived as reluctant to receive a female 

senior pastor. Two elders identified that a congregation had refused to receive them as 

pastor due to their gender. 
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Emergent Themes 

After the participants were interviewed, recordings transcribed, transcriptions read 

and re-read for common threads, four predominant themes began to emerge: relational, 

personal, professional, and leadership. A word search was done utilizing the XSight 

software and verbatims were divided into thematic sub-categories. Notes were made 

regarding whether the respondent was a large church senior pastor, district 

superintendent, or bishop. Comments were compared across the hierarchical structure and 

observations recorded. 

Relational 

Caring/Nurture/Tending 

When speaking of the strengths of women in ministry 10 of the 13 participants 

discussed the relational aspects of nurturing, caring, and tending to others. This was the 

predominant theme that emerged from bishops, district superintendents, and large church 

senior pastors. It was stated that the ability to nurture, tend, and care for others are 

"natural" attributes for women, or are a part of acculturation. When asked how she tends 

to relationships in ministry, one respondent replied, "How do you not do that? It's all 

relational." Three district superintendents talked about being at the appointive table (the 

meetings of the bishop and cabinet where clergy are assigned to churches) and that it was 

the female DS who lifted the question of how the placement of a clergy would affect his 

or her family relationships. 

When women are placed in appointments where the congregation is not excited 

about or receptive to their ministry, 4 elders interviewed said in various ways, "Just give 
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me a chance" and were convinced that they would be able to win the congregation over. 

One replied, 

You know, I think every clergywoman has this little mantra, "Give us six months 

and you'll call us pastor and you won't even notice we're clergywomen." And it's 

true. 

All 13 research participants had experienced a transformation among the attitudes of the 

membership in at least one congregation. One participant said, 

I think one of the greatest strengths that I brought is just loving people, just with 

the love of Christ, and that has overcome a lot of misgivings people might have 

about this woman preacher, is that I love them where they are, and even if they're 

reticent about me, I just love them where they are and receive them. 

Another added, 

Not only sitting on the cabinet level, but even in the local church, more times than 

I could ever imagine--even those places that I've been where I wasn't received 

well-the greatest strength came out of that came from my ability to care for 

people in all kinds of life situations. I think caring is one of our greatest strengths 

as women. 

An elder who was a district superintendent added, 

I have two churches in the District who said, "When are you gonna send us 

another woman? We were happier and got more done when we had a 

clergywoman." 
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One elder talked about being appointed to a rural congregation. She was the only 

pastor that actually lived in the community. After she had been there a while none of the 

churches cared whether she was female; they all knew her as pastor. She said, 

Four of the seven churches in the county were vacant. They didn't have any 

problem at all from another denomination calling me and saying, "Sister ... so and 

so and so and so's in the hospital," and both hospitals were 72 miles apart, one 

south and one north and, "I need you to go see them." And I did. And I did their 

funerals. I was never so glad to see a Baptist and a Church of Christ preacher 

show up on a patch in my life! 

But, you know, when you develop a relationship with people, they have a 

kind of love that brings you to reality and know that you're not gonna be offended 

by it. And that's one of the great strengths of really getting to know your 

congregation and being open. 

And really, the community became very defensive for me after a bit when 

someone would be derogatory, they would say, "You're not gonna talk about our 

preacher that way." And I was the community's preacher. They said that from the 

very beginning, you know, "We all help each other and if some pastor's out and 

the need is there, that's your call." And that's what I did. You know, it was a 

really wonderful blessing to be there. 

Truth Telling and Accountability 

Three district superintendents spoke of the relational aspect of telling the truth 

with diplomacy. One responded, 
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I think one of the greatest strengths that I have is the ability to be tactful. I can tell 

a person "No", and they will hear it clearly as a "no", but I don't destroy them in 

telling them "No". And that's the difference between me and some male 

colleagues .... Not everyone acts in that way, but most often it's just like, 

"Because I said so. And you're an idiot and we're gonna do it this way." Well, I 

don't do that that way. 

She went on to say, 

Yeah, I think I'm probably one of the most diplomatic folks on the cabinet right 

now. And at times I have said when someone was gonna have to be 

confrontational, "Well, perhaps we should think about phrasing it this way," and 

give them a tactful lead-in instead of a ball bat, you know. And I don't do that to 

be facetious or in any way to guild the lily. In fact, I tell the pastors and the 

SPRCs, I do not guild the lily. I'm going to tell the truth about both of you. But 

what I've experienced of both of you is the presence of Christ. 

Being told the truth and being able to speak the truth was exceedingly important 

to this group of elders. One pastor described this trait as "being authentic." She said, 

I think the true gift of my life is of the journey of my life-because it's 

evolving-is the more authentic I am with myself, the more I can be that with 

you, and I think my kids need that, I think my grandkids need that, I think the 

bishop needs that, I think my peers that sit at the table with me need that, I think 

my pastors need that, my lay people need that. 
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Another response indicated how important it is to bring "your whole self' into an honest, 

truth-filled relationship. The respondent said, 

To have certain people in my life who I can speak to very truthfully and even be 

totally wrong in how I'm talking-if I'm just badmouthing and I just need to do 

that for awhile-to have those folks in my life or are just listening and waiting 

until I figure out I'm an idiot-those friends are good, and I have several people 

in my life who I can talk to that way. 

Yet another response was, 

You know, I really begin from a standpoint of respect, integrity, honesty; I'm not 

a "yes" person. If I see it's not gonna work, I'll tell you why and you can 

convince me I'm wrong and I will listen, but I've never been one who first walked 

up to a person and said, "Your idea's absolutely idiotic and if you'll listen to me, 

I'll tell you how to do it." I've never done that. 

One pastor spoke of her need and desire to speak the truth as she understood it. She said 

she wanted the freedom to speak frankly. Another elder indicated she understood the 

importance of being spoken to frankly. She said, 

And ifwe don't have friends who tell us the truth, we are in deep-our souls are 

in deep jeopardy. So we need both of those pieces. That's a huge part ofus 

surviving this. 

An additional part of "surviving this" thing called ordained ministry is 

participating in a truth-telling group; what many called a "covenant group" or an 

"accountability group." These groups are places where clergy can be open, honest, and 
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vulnerable. They are places where pastors can experience support, encouragement and be 

bolstered in ministry. Women's retreats, clergy covenant, support, and accountability 

groups were mentioned repeatedly as a source of strength for the women interviewed. 

One pastor spoke of her group members in this way, 

They tell me the truth .... They tell me when I'm acting cocky. They tell me 

when I'm taking myself too seriously. They tell me when I'm being too hard on 

myself. 

These are also relationships that must intentionally be fostered. Often it was 

expressed that they were only found in the midst of trust, risk, and vulnerability. More 

than half of the women mentioned that they could not do ministry or survive ministry 

without the support of their "group." Seven of them had been with the same group of 

women, across all kinds of boundaries, for decades. One replied, 

Oh, you couldn't do this without-I couldn't do this without the relationships. 

That group of four are still my lifeline. I'm part of a covenant group with other 

clergywomen that we meet at least monthly. It involves two other women now 

who are in, some in large membership churches that we meet on a regular basis 

and I'm trying my best to mentor other women along the way. We just have to do 

that, and we just have to do that. 

Five of the respondents were or had been participants in groups intentionally 

sponsored by the Texas Methodist Foundation (TMF). These groups are put together by 

TMF for the purpose of support and accountability. They are a part ofTMF'S Clergy 

Leadership Initiative and are the result of funding from the Lily Foundation. There was a 
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general understanding that covenant groups, even when formed by an outside 

organization, can be places that help clergy survive, grow, and even thrive in ministry 

through prayer, conversation, study, retreats, mutual support, and sharing as long as 

group members speak the truth to one another. 

According to three participants, connection to a group often helps clergy traverse 

"the system" of the United Methodist Church. Respondents recognized that there will be 

injustices within the appointive process. Part of the work of those who are ordained is to 

acknowledge those injustices, do what can be done to influence positive change, and then 

move on. One person put it succinctly, 

And they [ the group] have been a source of strength for me. They have been a 

place where I have been able to dump. So in my 20, almost 25, years of ministry, 

there's certainly been times when I've been pretty frustrated with the system, and 

with hierarchy, and with the way appointments end up, and the lack of justice and 

equity around appointments for men and women, and it's in this prayer covenant 

group that I have been able to dump that and to share that and share the burden of 

that. 

Teamwork and Empowerment 

The final theme that emerged from the category of women's relational strength 

was teamwork and empowerment. Three of the elders interviewed stated they perceive of 

themselves as 'team players" who have the capacity to organize, equip and empower 

others to do the work of ministry. Three elders talked about how they watched their 
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mothers get up before the day to do the wash, or other household chores. One said she 

thought that same pattern is engrained, commenting, 

I think another gift women have is we know how to take authority without 

assuming that means I tell everyone what to do, and it helps us. I think we're 

acculturated to think in terms of the group, and that can be a strength that helps us 

build teams, and not expect to do things all by ourselves. 

Another elder replied, 

My creativity is with people and empowering them and that's all my ministry has 

been, is just empowering laity. I mean my mantra is I don't do anything a 

layperson can do. 

It was noted that the fact that women organize and empower teams is really no different 

than what men do. However, what is perceived as different is the way in which women 

go about this work. One elder replied, 

I think I've noticed angst in women in ministry just trying to figure out how to 

participate with authenticity and in our particular way, so as not to simply take on 

how things have been but to impact change. Not to change for change's sake, but 

to change so that we can be authentically participating in processes that have been 

a part of the life of the church for a long time. 

It was indicated repeatedly that in order to achieve the goals of teamwork and 

empowerment, women must be rooted in spiritual disciplines, grounded in the Means of 

Grace (prayer and fasting, the study of scripture, baptism, Holy Communion, works of 

justice and of mercy) and partakers of covenant community. Two participants perceived 
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that some of these habits are more easily established by women than men. One stated that 

although these disciplines do not protect or allow women to escape difficulty, they do 

equip and empower women to survive and thrive. 

Personal 

Attributes 

According to the research participants, women in ministry draw upon personal 

attributes such as courage, creativity and imagination, the ability to multi-task, being joy 

filled, and resilience in order to do the work of ministry. Other than creativity, courage 

was the most frequently mentioned personal attribute in the interview sessions. This 

result may be due in part to the fact that three interview questions specifically asked 

about creativity, while none queried courage. 

Courage. One pastor shared a plaque with a John Wayne quote on it, 

acknowledging that she would never have thought she would have a John Wayne quote in 

her office. The plaque said, "Courage is being scared to death and saddling up anyway." 

Many of the respondents told meaningful stories about having and needing courage to do 

ministry. Several described a component of courage as being "self-differentiated," 

"comfortable in your own skin," and of having a "strong sense of who I am." One person 

described it as "ego strength" - knowing that there are persons who do not want you in 

"their" church, but going there anyway because you are called. Another elder said it 

poignantly: 

And I realized that, early on, I was in a generation of women, younger women, 

first career, this was a first career for me, who really were trying to simply be 
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themselves in ministry, and not conform and fit into the dominant male role here. 

It doesn't mean there haven't been times I haven't compromised too. I am, maybe, 

to sort of fit in or work out or whatever, but I think, way back when, I decided it 

was just okay to be a woman in ministry, and to not compromise on that. 

Another pastor said, "It's the ability to know I'm okay even if the world thinks I'm not. 

You can be eaten alive by derogatory comments from people who don't think 

clergywomen have a place." 

It was stated by one clergy that being oneself includes the way business is 

conducted. Another stated that brokenness is visible in many forms. This brokenness is 

evident in churches that turn away women pastors, those members who refuse to take 

communion from women, and those who leave the church because the pastor is female; 

An elder said, 

So the Cabinet called and offered me this appointment. And I knew the town well. 

It was the county seat of the county where my father grew up. They knew my 

family name. They knew my father and his family. And they said, "Absolutely 

not. We don't care if it is her. We will not have a woman in our pulpit." 

The same pastor exhibited courage and called together some colleagues with 

similar experiences. They requested an opportunity to meet with the cabinet and went to 

inform the cabinet of the gifts and graces of women in ministry. They talked with the 

cabinet about language that is inflammatory and that stifles the process. Language such 

as, "You wouldn't want a woman, would you?" They tried to teach that all-male cabinet 

language to facilitate the receptivity of a female clergy, and how to open the way for 
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women; and they left heart-sick, feeling like they had notmade any progress at all. In fact 

they wondered if they had committed "appointmental suicide." But the next year two of 

them were moved; one to the largest appointment a women had ever been given in that 

annual conference. The elder concluded her story, 

You know, perhaps they did hear us, but we were to a point where we felt like we 

can't let this go on. We've lost so many good sisters in ministry in this Annual 

Conference because they could not deal with the lack of support from the Cabinet 

or the lack of any progress. And it's been a difficult journey, as I'm sure it has in 

other Annual Conferences, but we like to think maybe we opened the door a little 

bit that day. 

One African American elder spoke with courage as she told the story of being sent 

to a cross-racial appointment in 2000. She was the first African American to be appointed 

to this particular congregation and she described some of that congregation's rejection of 

her. 

After the pastor was there for a while, a woman asked to meet with the Staff

Parish Relations Committee (SPRC, the committee that acts as the human relations 

department in the local church). She told the SPRC how another woman in the 

congregation was continually using racial slurs against the pastor-mean, hateful, racist 

words. The chair of the SPRC wanted to call the woman in to reprimand her. The pastor 

was full of wisdom and courage as she recognized that to do so would pit one church 

member against another. She resolutely told them they needed to contact the district 
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superintendent and let him address the problem-which they did. When the SPRC 

conveyed their remorse for the member's appalling behavior, the pastor's response was, 

Guys look, I know this is-I've been Black all my life okay? You gotta 

understand something. If I don't-if my skin ain't thick enough to take that, I 

don't need to be in ministry. I need to be finding something else to do. I have to 

trust that where I'm sent, God has a place for me and a plan, and so I have to walk 

in it and it is okay. I will sleep well tonight. 

The district superintendent met with the two women-and the one against whom the 

complaint was made left his office cussing. She moved her membership and vowed to 

never step foot back inside that church again. The pastor continued to off er pastoral care 

to the woman who hated her and called her names. 

Two of the elders interviewed talked about their battle with cancer, having the 

courage to face each day and about the precious gift of life. One said, 

And I think it's helpful to realize you're not going to live forever. If something 

needs doing, you do it. You may not do it perfectly. Odds are, you may not do it 

perfectly, but that doesn't mean you shouldn't do it. 

Another elder talked about how "women have the ability to do those hard things 

to get the job done with grace and clarity, with intuition." She expressed the opinion that 

women can "cut through a lot of stuff." She said, 

I listen to my colleagues talk about having to do difficult things and they talk 

about doing difficult things and then not do them .... But by golly, I will do the 
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hard thing and I think I will do it with grace. But I understand that not everyone's 

going to love and adore me in this position. I didn't know that when I took it. 

She and three others also recognized that doing the right thing can also come at the cost 

of losing friends and collegial relationships. 

A narrative sums up the display of courage that female pastors exhibited in the 

past. An elder, while sharing her thoughts of female courage combined it with the word 

imagination and described a conversation in a group of women, one of whom was an 

early female bishop. The bishop was reported to be about 4' 1 O" in stature, who "always 

wore red suits." This conversation followed: "Bishop ... , how come you always wear 

red?" And she said, "Oh, I like red. It's the color of Pentecost and it's the color of the 

Blood of the Martyrs." The elder continued, 

I haven't forgotten that. You know, [she] knew that there was a quality of 

courage because there was also an expectation of sacrifice. She didn't have any 

illusions. There was this sense that God would provide and that it was the color of 

Pentecost, and the Spirit would come, and the Spirit gives you courage, but she 

didn't ever think that there wasn't a cost, and she was prepared, as she did so 

wonderfully in those red suits of hers too--she had a lot of courage. And I think 

about those women that followed her .... I mean, you could just kind of name 

them off. 

Courage combined with "holy wisdom" can alter the face of the church. One pastor said, 

So hopefully there's holy wisdom around that cabinet table, and there is courage, 

combined with the wisdom of God, to place women, even in churches where they 
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are a little bit reticent .... where they have wonderful, lovely experiences and are 

bearing fruit in ministry, very effective .. · .. 

Creativity and imagination. The most consistent mention of creativity was in 

preaching. For some this discovery was a big surprise. Four of the respondents observed 

that their own voice was the first woman they had ever heard preaching. One of these 

said, "I took preaching, and I could preach! And I did an internship, and they said, 'You 

can preach!' And I thought, 'Wow, I can preach!"' 

Four women noted that female preachers have a distinctive voice in the pulpit. 

According to the participants, the stories and illustrations come from a different 

perspective and allow a distinctive connection. Two women spoke of their surprise to 

discover a deep love of preaching, and recognition that they help the congregation share 

in as one put it, "joy, sorrow, anguish and victory." 

One preacher noted that women have a particular "seriousness as they utilize the 

Word." She went on to say, 

The preaching of women was something I never had in my background, I didn't 

have any role models, but as I've grown in ministry and watched women 

intentionally, women are powerful speakers, they take that-the word-and can 

do things with it, crafting that word into something that gives life to my situation. 

Maybe it's because I'm a girl that I feel that way, but it-I've heard guys say, 

"That woman really ministers to me." 

The question of creativity was asked in various ways in 3 different interview 

questions. As a result, every research participant addressed it in some way, and each had 
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some story to share about a time of creativity within their ministry. Creativity in 

leadership, creativity in the appointive process, and creativity in programming were all 

addressed. A few examples of events where acts of creativity and imagination were 

utilized are 

1. Re-thinking stewardship and changing the rhythm of the church fiscal year 

and planning 

2. Making the church physically accessible for those who are "not like us" 

3. Smuggling Bibles into Russia 

4. Starting new churches 

5. Overcoming church debt 

6. Planning worship that is kinesthetic 

7. Making pastoral appointments 

8. In dealing with child and elder care 

9. Opening a children's ministry center in an old pizza parlor 

10. Learning how to survive and grow as a single mother and pastor 

11. Giving gifts of appreciation to the congregation 

12. Developing a time of Sabbath, family sharing and afternoon Sunday movies at 

the church during Advent 

13. Designing and building a new worship space 

14. Creating weekly worship 

15. Developing phrases and strategies to engage people 

16. Arranging office space in collaboration with colleagues 
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It was also recognized by one clergy that creativity diminishes as conflict 

increases-especially if the pastor is the target of the conflict. Sometimes, however, it is 

creativity that allows the pastor to keep from being the target. 

For example, one pastor spoke of being in an urban congregation that was in 

decline. The church "open the doors wide" and "offer a fresh word to the community". 

They were delighted as a wide array of humanity entered in. She said, 

I never saw so many body piercings and tattoos. We had OBs, and midwives, and 

then CEOs of corporations, presidents of banks, and then we had the most 

conservative congressman in Congress, at the time, there with his family sitting in 

a pew behind [a representative of the Gay and Lesbian community], who was 

sitting there with her partner and their adopted son, and I mean all these folks 

came in after I got there, right? 

And then we had this little white haired community that was also there, 

and [a university] faculty started coming from the seminary. So we just kind of 

had this amazing array of folks that started coming into this little church. 

The opportunity to minister to such a community also created tension. The pastor 

realized that church members were not talking to one another. Each of the groups was 

talking to her, but not to one another. She began to name this issue with the leadership 

and from the pulpit. She reminded them that the table was open to all. She said she, 

"shared joy and enthusiasm for the beautiful diversity and community." 

Out of those conversations a 9-week study was designed. After presentations by 

persons who were scholars and who represented a wide variety of perspectives and 
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opinions, the group would spend time in conversation and dialogue and then have Holy 

Communion together. The senior pastor assured the membership, "There's no agenda 

except to talk to each other about our fears and about what we're thinking about and to 

tell our stories." In her own words, 

So I think that that was a potential conflict for us, that we-and we had great 

attendance, especially that first year, I mean every night. I think that we took 

something that was potentially very conflictive and we got creative with it and 

said, how can we, in a very non-anxious kind of way, enter this anxiety of the 

congregation and bring God to us in a way that will help us kind of deal with each 

other, and with the Bible, and with God's purposes for [our church]. 

Multi-tasking. The final, major theme to develop in the category of personal 

attributes that were talked about by research participants was the ability to multi-task. 

Three women talked about the ability of women to multi-task in terms of"natural 

abilities" as lives are lived out in multiple roles-mother, wife, cook, laundress, home 

manager, transportation organizer. One female mentor pastor was in conversation with a 

woman considering ordained ministry and the woman admitted to the mentor that she 

was concerned about her ability to "do administration." 

"The woman" said the elder, "had three children, worked full time, and had a 

spouse." So the mentor pushed the woman a bit and asked her, 

Who managed the dental appointments, who set up the various ball practices, who 

set up the carpool, who picked up the dry cleaning, who figured out the clothes 

buying patterns, and planned the meals and gave oversight to grocery shopping? 
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When the woman said she did all these things the elder assured her that if she could 

juggle those activities, she was capable of administration. Similar scenarios were 

described by two other participants. 

One elder who talked about multi-tasking said that she thought it was not so much 

women's nurturing abilities that are the best gift women bring to ministry, especially as 

senior pastors and leaders, but rather, it is the ability to multi-task. She spoke of this 

"multi-tasking" in multi-dimensional terms, "the ability to care deeply about people, but 

to expect more, to be able to be in leadership and to move beyond feelings to see what's 

there." 

Joyful. Joy was a personal attribute that was mentioned in seven specific ministry 

settings. The first of these was in working with those who are youthful and who are 

young in ministry and was mentioned by five of those persons interviewed. Working with 

young pastors or those who are studying to be clergy helps keep ministry fresh. Persons 

who are young often have an enthusiasm and passion for ministry that may have grown 

dull because of experiences. There are two sides to working with these "youngsters," 

helping prepare them for ministry, and the joy of working with the congregations they 

will serve. 

According to the respondents, joy is also experienced when there is anticipation of 

something new, or when there is evidence of transformation. Two district superintendents 

and one bishop specifically talked about satisfaction and joy in the setting of 

appointments and knowing that there is a good match between pastor and church. Joy 

was mentioned as a result of time spent in relationship with God. One person said it this 
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way, "But the practices that really strengthen my ministry are lots of time spent praying 

and just enjoying God and remembering that working for the church does not equal a 

relationship with God." 

Staying connected to colleagues also brought joy. One elder said that having a 

safe place that is truly a sanctuary facilitates the decision to trust. This connection has 

helped another elder remain joyful, centered, and strong in ministry. When asked how she 

stayed joyful and at peace one clergy woman responded, 

Don't think that I haven't felt broken at times, and hurt or wounded, but when you 

stay strong in who you feel called to be, and you feel called to this greater 

purpose, it really overrides all that. Some how you just get back up on that high 

road or on that horse or whatever it is. You just sort of get back up on it and you 

know that if you dwell in the woundedness, that it's going to take you down a 

very bitter path and, frankly, you're not going to be able to be the effective 

witness that you want to be because it will hinder. I think it gets in the way. 

Resilience. Wolin and Wolin (1993) advocated focusing on strength and promoted 

the nurturing of resilience-the capacity to rise above adversity and forge new strength in 

the throws of turmoil. Resilience is a shift in focus, a reframing of the issue. Walsh 

(1998) defined resilience as "the capacity to rebound from adversity strengthened and 

more resourceful." She further asserted that resilience is more that survival or getting by, 

"resilience is forged through openness to experiences and interdependence with others." 

(p. 4) 
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One respondent mentioned resilience. She said, 

Resilience is a hallmark, I think of everyone of us who are still around. I mean 

there are many qualities we may have or don't have, but a common thread for all 

of us that are still here after 30 something years, is resilience. 

She went on to describe resilience as "learning it and looking at it and unlearning the 

things that don't move you in that direction." She articulated that resilience "is knowing 

when to pick yourself up and make course corrections." Resilience is taken up in 

sanctification-"the cultivation of patterns and practices and disciplines that shape our 

character over a lifetime ... to be perfected in love in this life." 

Four additional elders talked about resilience but not utilizing specific 

terminology. They used words like perseverance, constantly working to bring about 

change and continuing to do so even when it felt like butting "my head against that wall 

constantly, just constantly." Another used words like "drive" and "ambition," but not in 

the sense of "climbing the corporate ladder" she said. She described it as the "ambition to 

do things with excellence" and the thrill of discovering new ways to do things. 

Habits 

Three personal habits discussed by the participants that strengthen their ministry 

are: engaging in routine spiritual disciplines of prayer, meditation, taking time apart, and 

study; time off or away from ministry; and the practice of accountability. Accountability 

has been discussed previously under the heading of "Truth-telling and Accountability." 

All the participants who completed a demographic form indicated that they 

practice daily spiritual disciplines and participate in continuing education. Two elders 
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expressly talked about having a spiritual director. Three specifically mentioned regular 

participation in Sabbath time and retreats at a specific location. The participants were not 

as regular in taking regular days off during the week as they were in practicing "time 

apart." 

Four elders talked about how difficult it is to take regular time off during the 

week. Two mentioned that staff members had chided them for not taking regular days off. 

Only one elder talked about how strict she was in observing her day off and how she 

specifically spent it as a Sabbath-and practiced doing creative art forms such as quilting 

and making pottery. Based on comments of three of the district superintendents, the shift 

from being senior pastor to manager of pastors takes an even greater toll on personal, free, 

or Sabbath time. Two elders specifically mentioned workaholic tendencies. 

Attitudes 

Two personal attitudes of intentionally trusting and living in an attitude of 

thanksgiving were prominent-not because they were mentioned so frequently, but 

because they were talked about with such deep passion. One elder spoke of intentionally 

choosing to trust her colleagues and her supervisors in ministry. She talked about how 

she was willing to be completely vulnerable, to not hide her fears or her disappointments. 

She does not do so naively. She said, 

I understand that we've gotten burned, people get burned, I mean neglected or 

rejected or whatever that means for some of us. But if we dwell there, and we 

don't ultimately risk and share our stories, our real stories even with our 

hierarchy, even with our cabinet members, and with our bishops and our district 
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superintendents, then I think we will-we' 11 blow away and we' 11 become 

nothing. And so I think we have to risk honoring the covenant and trusting and 

sharing who we are and continue to do that so that we can live the abundant life 

that God promises us. 

The other elder who spoke of trust did so in terms of trusting God. She had 

wrestled with her call to ordination for quite some time. In the middle of teaching a Bible 

study, the class was reading a passage from Exodus. She said, 

The people were standing by the river screaming, "Why did you take us here? 

We're gonna die! Look at this river." And Moses is talking to God and saying, 

"The people you gave me are complaining." I'm sure God said, "Well, what else 

is new?" And God turned to Moses and said, "Tell them all they have to do is 

cross over and stand. I'll take care of it." And I was teaching that to my class and 

all of a sudden, I just couldn't say another word. 

And the class said, "What's wrong?" And I said, "I don't know, but I 

think I've just been hit in the head by a two-by-four. This has been my excuse. 

I've been standing on the bank complaining, "God I can't do this. I don't have ... I 

can't do this." And I said, "I've never been willing to just cut loose and trust God, 

and consequently all of these years I've had no peace in my soul. 

That same pastor talked about now living in an attitude of thanksgiving. She was 

in an appointment, and was miserable the first year. She corresponded with her mentor, 

who wrote back, 
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Sister, read Thessalonians. Until you can give God thanks in all things, yes even 

for this mess that you're in right now, you are not going to have peace, and you 

are not going to succeed at what you are doing. 

She responded, 

Call 

And it took me a year to be able to pray that prayer and mean it. But she was 

absolutely right, you know. Perhaps I was there because I know how to deal with 

conflict and I do know how to love people into relationship even when they first 

think they might not like me. If you just give me a chance we will be friends. 

One's "call" is understood to be the means by which an individual comes to 

discern that ordained ministry is a vocation for which one may be suited. There is a 

spiritual element to being "called," a sense that God is leading or urging one to act in a 

particular way. Not every participant was able to share her call story due to time restraints 

of the interview. There were some common themes that emerged from within the call 

stories as a whole. Nine of the participants did not grow up either in the UMC or in any 

church at all. Four indicated that they were the first women they had ever heard preach. 

When expressing their desire to preach to adult family members, two women were told 

"girls can't do that" but that they could marry a preacher; another was told she could 

minister through nursing. One thought she would be a nun; another, a missionary. Three 

were in or finished with seminary before they recognized a sense of call. Of those who 

spoke of a specific age of being called into ministry the following ages were identified: 8, 

12, 13, 14, and 15 years old. 
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Salient brief quotes and paraphrases from a few stories are 

1. "I never set foot in a church until I was in my 20s. And really, probably one of 

the greatest influences in my life is my husband." 

2. I went to seminary on my personal spiritual journey. "It took the secular 

feminist movement to open me up to ordination." 

3. "So I became a Methodist. It was evangelism by employment." 

4. "I think it's been a journey .... and they knew their place and they stayed in 

their place, okay, which was always a place of question for me. I got in 

trouble for always asking the question, 'Why is it this way? Why are the 

women in the kitchen? And why do the women just get to play the piano? 

Why can't the women read the scripture?"' 

5. " .... And in that letter she talked about her little kids and how her little 

daughter, when she received communion from me, and from my hands, and 

from my eyes, that her little hand reaching out would know that God received 

her [ even when her mother's] journey had been that little girls were not 

accepted." 

6. " .... and raised in a Southern Baptist denomination, you wouldn't believe the 

kinds of tapes I have had to at least cut up. I can't totally erase them, but I 

don't have to believe them anymore!" 

7. "I was raised in the United Methodist Church. Both sides are Methodist. I 

mean I'm gonna just ooze all of that stuff. Okay? At 13, at church camp, like a 

ton of bricks, I heard as clear as a bell while singing the Lord's Prayer to 
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Hernando's Hideaway .... I was called to preach. And I came home and said, 

'Dad, I was called to preach.' He said, 'That's nice dear. I've never seen a 

woman preacher.'" 

8. "I remember when I was 12; I called up my preacher one day .... and said, 

'I'm gonna be preaching on Sunday, so don't worry, you don't have to 

prepare anything because I've got a sermon." "But I never would have 

dreamed that I was being called as a minister." 

9. "I grew up in a household where I never felt limited because of my gender." "I 

was the 3rd woman to be ordained" in my annual conference. One district 

superintendent had all the women in his district "because he was the only one 

who thought we were appointable." 

10. When I was in the fifth grade, "I built a little altar in my room with candles 

and a cross and pictures of Jesus and Mary .... " "And when I finished 

college, I was already married and I had ... my daughter, and I told my 

husband I wanted to go to seminary. And he said, 'Well, I'll divorce you.'" He 

did. 

11. "I grew up Roman Catholic .... I learned a sense of one's religious life as 

being one's life." "I got involved in the Wesley Foundation" and through the 

campus minister's "answering my questions honestly and making a great 

effort to help in an open way" I eventually heard the call. 
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One participant offered this summary: 

12. "No one, I guess, taught me how to be female and a senior pastor. When I 

entered the ministry, I had not even seen a female clergy person .... I'm 

thinking, 'How can God be calling me to ministry? I'm a woman. Hello!'" 

"And I began to experience this call, which was totally beyond my 

conception. I had arguments all along the road. I would say, "Well, maybe 

God is calling me to a ministry-but not to THE ministry. I had issues with · 

gender; I had issues, all of these issues .... And every time I threw up an 

argument, it was right back in my face until I finally said, 'okay."' 

Professional 

Collegial Relationships 

According to responses from the participants, collegial relationships were 

expected to be warm and friendly. When covenant relationships are kept; when trust is 

earned, deserved, and kept; life can be good. But it is not always so. Of all the various 

segments of the 13 interviews, these were the stories that were the most painfully told and 

are the most difficult to repeat. Stories were shared about how the success of women 

sometimes threatens other women. "Why did she get the move?" is asked. When all the 

persons in leadership are male, in order for a woman to rise to a position of leadership, a 

male must be displaced; that causes tension and strife and adds to the complexities of 

living in covenant community. 

Four elders specifically addressed these complexities. One reported that "Every 

guy I knew wanted this church and thought they deserved it. ... I'll be honest, my 
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immediate thought was, 'People are going to hate me.'" She went on to tell how calls 

were made to the bishop asking why she was appointed. The senior pastor of the church 

to which she had been newly appointed said, "'I don't know who the hell you are; I don't 

know anything about you."' Some people who had never paid attention to her before 

began to talk with her. Another person repeatedly addressed her as "Our- stained-glass

ceiling-breaker." The pastor said she thought, 

Oh Lord, please just shut up. I don't want to be reminded of that. I don't want to 

think about it. I want to do the work of ministry that's before me and work hard at 

that, and ... I don't want to think of all the other dynamics that are associated 

with it because I want to keep my mind in the church! 

Another recognized that her bishop knew there was not time for her to "work her way up 

the system." Doors had to be flung open-and fast-if the church was ever going to be 

truly inclusive of women and non-whites. There was recognition that sometimes one does 

not do anything stellar or spectacular to be noticed and the recipient of a large move up. 

Sometimes it just happens because a person happens to be the one that is given the 

opportunity. Just as there may be backlash, there may also be great pressure. 

Three pastors talked about the feeling of pressure to succeed when one is the "first 

woman" in an appointment. One articulated that in the early 60s and 70s when women 

were appointed to a local church often times they had skill levels that were far superior to 

any man who had ever been appointed there. It did not take the church long to figure it 

out. She said, 
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So that opened some doors. It also created, I think, among us, the expectation that 

we had to do it really well, and that somehow that piece of "If I fail at this, it's 

going to be hard for any other woman to have a chance." And I think we still 

carry some of that. I know that I carry some of that. . . . There is a piece that in 

[ watching you] persons are deciding how all women do it. 

Sometimes there is also a sense of investment from those who place women 

clergy in lands of opportunity. Two elders spoke of receiving calls from their bishop and 

being asked to move to a higher level of appointment. Both of them told stories of how 

far their churches had come, and how deeply grieved they were at the thought of leaving 

their congregations. They resolutely did not want to leave. In both cases, the respective 

bishop assured the women that their voices were needed on a larger team, for a bigger 

purpose. One elder spoke of loneliness and fear and of not wanting to fail because she felt 

like she didn't "deserve" the place she had been given-and there stood her friend who 

had never even been given the chance. 

"The stakes are high" said one respondent. Fair or not, women represent more 

than just themselves. One story was told of putting a female pastor in a church where a 

previous appointment with a female pastor had not gone well. The respondent said, 

You point out to them that they've had some men clergy where it didn't go well, 

but they're willing to take another man, but they're hesitant to take another 

woman. That's not to say they won't do it, but they are more hesitant ... let's use 

that language they are more hesitant to welcome a woman, a clergywoman if 

there's been a negative previous experience of a woman. 
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Another remembered the gift of itineracy in the United Methodist Church. She said, 

Well I think that if we were in a call system, we would have churches that 

would-United Methodist Churches that would say, "We're not ready for a 

woman, a person of color" and then would never have the opportunity to actually 

experience the gift and blessing of women and people of color. 

Finally, two women spoke of the pain of doing an excellent job in ministry. In 

both of these circumstances, when they moved the SPRC asked to have a "regular" 

pastor. By that they meant non-female. One said, "I don't think I will ever serve an 

appointment that when I leave, that someone will not feel, 'Thank God we're getting 

back to normal with a regular person."' 

Even in 2008, when women are given "upper moves," people are watching. One 

pastor said it this way, "I think people had a high level of trust in me, but they wondered" 

if she could really move from one kind of church to another. She said,"/ wondered, 'Can 

I do this? Am I equipped to do this?'' Then she added, "I am unafraid to reach out for 

help. So I am not a solitary journey woman. I am one who understands the value of 

companions, so I have called on everybody .... " She continued to tell how she had asked 

for help in fundraising, in mentoring, in planning staff development-from people who 

had been in ministry longer and who were ahead of her in the game. She stated, " .... the 

more isolated we are, the more trouble we get into." 

The isolation often comes to these respondents. The larger the church served, the 

fewer women there are in similar churches, and the fewer resources there are that speak 

of a woman's perspective or experience. 
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To date, there have been no church-sponsored gatherings of women who serve 

large congregations. One elder spoke of how important community is for survival, and 

yet, in her day-to-day life as an elder life is pretty alone-not that she is lonely-but that 

she was alone because she is not able to speak openly about most of the things on her 

heart and mind. It was reported that as women become district superintendents and 

bishops there is a sense that the isolation becomes thicker, and the effort to create and 

maintain collegial relationships becomes more intense. 

As the stories of collegial relationships progressed there was a sense that life has 

improved for female clergy. One said, "There's been a huge shift. At the same time, there 

are still plenty of situations where there's certainly not yet full parity with women across 

the full spectrum of the church." Another elder commented, 

I think the respect, certainly the respect among male peers, clergy peers, has 

improved dramatically. If I were to say personally what's the biggest shift it 

would be the peer relationships. You know, we've had all of these years and years 

of men and women being in seminary together now, with seminary faculties 

increasingly made up of women as well as men. And that's been a shift that we've 

seen-that there's more respect among peers. 

The women also collectively spoke of remedies for these painful ailments. One 

said female elders need to recognize that the work of ministry is hard-really hard work. 

Another argued that the generosity of spirit that is around-in both male and female 

colleagues, in those more experienced and those younger in tenure and in age. Yet 
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another said clergy need to recognize a sense of family-even if that means being 

vulnerable with one another and taking the risk of telling the truth. 

Three spoke of the need to be mentored and need to mentor others, including 

connection to those who are just coming into ministry so they can remind more tenured 

elders of their initial passion and call, and why ministry was chosen as a vocation. 

Another said friendships must be cultivated and clergy need not be intimidated by those 

who are in larger congregations or in a higher appointment setting. One elder said the 

ability to self-identify needs and the willingness to speak them plainly are imperative. 

Finally, one respondent articulated the need to find a project to work on together; 

something that moves clergy beyond theologizing and labeling one another; to remember 

what the primary goal was when they first started and to claim that goal for their personal 

lives. One said perhaps women in ministry were called for just such a time as this. 

Hopes & Dreams 

One elder used a metaphor of being an early pioneer as she talked about the hopes 

and dreams of female clergy. She stated that women in ministry are like those first 

settlers who were 

getting ready to move out West with the first or second wagon train that wants to 

get to California or Oregon .... as we look out West we see the setting sun. We 

see all these waves and waves and waves of grass, but there's no trial. There's no 

wagon ruts. There's nothing that-later on you had wagon ruts to move you 

forward. Later on people had marked the water hole. They had marked the rivers. 

They marked the fording places and as time went by, they built bridges. 
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As time went by, people created ways to make some of the rough spaces 

easier. But in the beginning, the first folks that went out there just did the best 

they could. And sometimes they went the long way around. And the folks that 

came later could see, "Hey, there's a better way to do this." You know, the lesson 

of learning. 

It's kinda fun-you know it really is the image of the pioneer. I mean, to 

some extent that image of the pioneer, I suppose, it has shaped me at this point. 

And that's helped too because ofmy own upbringing and family .... You know 

out in West Texas. That's a tough and hearty breed of women out there, which I 

always liked. 

Every one of the research participants has been the inaugural female senior pastor 

in at least one church. All indicated they have experienced some form of rejection as 

ordained clergy at one level or another-family, local church, colleagues, hierarchy. As 

they look "out West" what are their hopes, their dreams? In their own words: 

1. I would just love to see our female clergy especially have a stronger sense of 

who they are, their own personal accountability, their acceptance of the gifts 

they have regardless of whether they perceive anybody else recognizes those 

or not. 

2. My hope when I first began ministry, when I first went to seminary, was that I 

could be used in a transformative way in the world. I had then, and I have 

now, a deep commitment to what I perceive to be what God's kingdom/ reign 
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looks like, and I wanted to ... open myself up and be used to help make that 

happen. 

3. I think that I always have hoped that I would be a pastor that would lead 

people out of the pews and into the world, and particularly to the edge, where 

human suffering, and pain, and injustice are so prevalent. 

4. I was just so tickled and still am that I could do this for a living, that people 

would let me preach and teach and learn and be a professional pilgrim. It is 

just a thrill. 

Initially one elder spoke of her hope for the African American community. She said, 

5. Recently I am rethinking that because what I am seeing is that we have 

focused too much on the black church and the white church, and the 

differences .... I'm noticing African Americans feeling of freedom to go 

into some Anglo churches, become part of the leadership, part of the life of 

that church, and maybe we have watered down God's intention for us all to be 

one ... We should be focusing on the kingdom and letting God send who he . 

wants there. 
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Other research participants continued, 

6. I'm just committed to the core to bring in the next generation of young pastors . 

. . . They're less interested in seeing how much money they can rack up and 

they're more interested in changing lives. I mean this is God's gift to the 

church and to the world. The church has got to figure out how to work with 

that." 

7. I hoped I'd make a difference for women. It's harder than I thought .... 

8. In terms of hopes and dreams, it's just, you know, constantly to experience 

God's grace and share it with others. 

9. I spend a lot of time on the students because I'm very conscious of how I 

wasn't always helped as a student and things that you learn positively and 

negatively .... So I wanted to spend my time with people who have the most 

years, really, to serve and to help them. 

10 ..... that [the Church] would be strong in their understanding of who God is 

calling them to be, which is a cliche, but before they were just strong in "What 

do I get that makes me happy?" and "How do we just repeat what we've 

always done?" [When she wants them to] really be able to say "This is our 

mission and our focus," and, "This is the kind of leader we need." 

11. You know, I think following seminary, I really hoped I could be a good 

pastor, and I did not know at the time if I had the gifts to be the pastor of a 
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larger congregation. I really didn't know it, and I was open and I think I still 

am. I think I still remain open to making the best of the situations that I find 

myself in. 

12. My hope was that I would be in a place of authenticity and integrity in 

proclaiming the gospel as I've come to understand it, which may be different 

than a lot might come to understand it .... And to be in a place of diversity 

and inclusion and welcome. 

13. My dreams were just simply to be a pastor. I don't mean to say that naively. 

Professional Role 

All but 2 participants talked about learning and growing in one form or another. 

Several elders talked about being life-long learners not only because they participate in 

continuing education events, but also because they read and they seek out the guidance of 

others. 

Management skills are a significant learning curve for some women elders. One 

stated that clergy have to learn how to staff around weaknesses. One pastor said, "Every 

place I ever served was boot camp for the next place." Just because pastors are moved to 

a larger congregation, noted one pastor, does not mean that they "are equipped to take it 

from point 'A' to point 'B. "' She went on to argue, "That is a skill that must be learned

most ofus were not taught how to do such things in seminary." One pastor spoke of 

professional development in this way: 
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So I also think it helps overcome some of the stereotypes if you just do your job 

with excellence. It's important to have lots of skills and develop those skills. You 

have to grow in your professional development and I think sometimes in the 

church, we don't like to say that because it sounds like you're trying to, again, be 

a ladder climber. But you can't work in a larger church with staff if you don't 

know how to handle personnel issues or aren't willing to be trained on how to do 

that. You have to know how to fire the organist without getting sued, if you have 

to. 

Female elders also must be willing to claim the authority that has been given by 

God, the Church, and rite of the office held. One pastor said, 

I mean, when I'm in Africa, I never not wear a collar. So I'm wearing a purple 

shirt and a collar. That's what you do, because you want to send the signal that, 

"I'm a bishop of the Church." And they stand up, applaud, cheer-it can go on for 

five, six minutes because they are so excited to see [a woman in this role]. This 

won't happen for them, but it might happen for their daughters. 

Excellence was another theme, and was mentioned eight times. According to the 

respondents the vocation of ordained ministry demands excellence: God deserves 

excellence. Whether the elder "serves a church of 70 or 7,000," said one elder, "the very 

best we can offer needs to be given to that congregation in our leadership." Four elders 

said the vision for pastors and congregations must be clear. The mission and purpose 

must be articulated well. In order to accomplish these goals emotional, physical, spiritual 

and mental health must be a priority in the life of the clergy, said one elder. "We have to 
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keep reading, and thinking, and talking to people about ideas as well as relationships and 

keep learning." 

Another respondent indicated that female clergy have to step out and not be 

intimidated by those who are in leadership positions and who serve larger appointments. 

Another said that women elders must to be willing to prove their capability over and over 

again. 

There was one observation shared that was particularly salient. The elder had 

talked about gifts and how every gift also has a "shadow side." She said, 

And when you bring that gift, the shadow side of that gift is that I may not always 

recognize that this is not gender related, it's just that [I've got] a problem here, 

and that I have rough edges to my personality, and that I've done some stupid 

things, and I've made mistakes here, and these are because I've made these 

mistakes or made these poor decisions. And so part of all of us needs some kind 

of supervision and accountability structure that help us sort out which is really 

gender bias, and which is [that I am] a jerk. I mean those are really important 

issues, and we live with both the burden of that and with the cover of that. 
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Leadership 

Conflict 

It was mentioned in several interviews in various ways, that clergy do not like 

conflict. Two concerns were voiced in direct relation to conflict, first, everyone "has to 

learn that they're not going to be universally loved and adored in this job," and that 

"sooner or later-you're not going to please everybody." Second, "I fear that some 

people are too tender to do this. My heart-I've got to do what I can do to help them just 

damn the torpedoes and full speed ahead." Another pastor observed, 

So many of the conflict situations get bogged down into who's at fault and 

blaming rather than [ asking] "What is it we need to do?" "How do I help bring 

resolution to this?" "What is it I can do to bring healing or greater understanding 

to this situation?" 

Two respondents talked about continuing education as a survival technique in the 

midst of conflict. Education allows the elder to think bigger than the immediate situation. 

One pastor said, 

And so that's really when I began my D. Min. [Doctorate of Ministry]; it's 

because I knew I needed an outlet. I needed to focus in some other ways. I had 

some continuing education events, and they were so hit and miss. And I thought, 

"Well at least this way when I get through, I'll have something. 

When talking about conflict in the church, one pastor mentioned the "Exploding 

Whale" video. Her staff uses it now as a "code word" when they are dealing with how 

things might blow up. She told the story of a whale that arrived on the beach, DOA. It 
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was too large to be burned up, and smelled too bad to be cut up, or buried. The state 

highway department decided they would dynamite the whale and then the seagulls and 

crabs and other creatures could eat the remaining particles. 

She went on to tell how dynamite was placed around the whale. Spectators 

gathered to watch the whale blown to bits. But rather than disintegrating, the whale 

exploded in large, rancid chunks. People ran from the area as particles of dead whale 

landed all around them-some chunks large enough to collapse a car roof. 

The pastor went on to talk about how their code word is "exploding whale" 

because when it explodes it has catastrophic consequences. She continued, 

And so, in a way, at times, when I lose some confidence or lose some direction in 

my own thoughts, I become less creative because it's like, "Is this going to blow 

up? Is this going to make people angry? Are people going to be mean about it?" 

So it's really double-edged. 

She continued, "Sometimes I feel like conflicts over those kinds of things take up so 

much energy." She went on to say if they would spend half as much energy on things that 

matter as they do on things that are just contentious, they would be "tearing the place 

up!" 

A personal strength in the midst of conflict that another pastor mentioned was that 

of being a "problem-solver." She observed that in her experience, women do not rush in 

to be the quick-fix. They take time and patience to allow people to tell their story rather 

than making assumptions. Another pastor observed that she has the personal strength to 

forge through difficulties. She cited one example of a situation in which the male pastor 
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of a local congregation was being asked to leave; the church wanted a "real leader" and 

perceived that he was too "meek." She worked with that congregation and reported, 

Female 

I went in and talked to them, and had them talk openly to one another. There was 

a lot of disagreement on the staff parish. But I said, "Well, you know, we can do 

this. You all love your church" ... And then we talked that through and they 

came to the point of asking him to stay another year, which I think was the right 

thing for the church. Because it was a very effective ministry; they just didn't like 

his style so much, you know? So I think calling forth real honesty from people, 

even when it hurts, and standing tough in the middle-standing strong in the 

middle of that and not having people gloss over that. 

It was stated that women do not have to be "in your face" with feminist issues in 

the local church; all female clergy have to do is show up on a Sunday morning. Three 

elders were clear about this fact. Being woman is an affront to biblical literalists who do 

not believe that women should have a place of leadership in the church. One person 

spoke of having received notes or e-mails that said, "You're wonderful, and we love you, 

but we just can't reconcile this with our biblical understanding of women and authority." 

She went on to say that she refused to "do battle" with people over her gender. She said, 

"And if they choose to be somewhere else because they think the biblical testament 

communicates to them that women shouldn't' be in ministry, I just say, "God bless you" 

as they go." Another said, "I also don't make an issue out of being a clergy woman and 
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haven't in any setting I've been in. I think that just being a clergywoman is 

confrontational enough for the people who are struggling." 

One pastor spoke of visiting with her SPRC chair prior to her move, and trying to 

broach the issue of what it would be like for the church to receive a pastor in "a skirt and 

high heels." The SPRC responded that it wouldn't make any difference because they had 

had associate pastors who were female before. She said that she knew they were being 

nai"ve. It would make a difference. The same pastor had talked with a PhD psychologist 

(who was later ordained). The conversation went like this, 

She said, "You have destroyed their traditions." And I said, "What do you mean?" 

She goes, "The day you walked in and took the pulpit that has always been held 

by an old white guy with gray hair, you destroyed their traditions whether you 

change anything else or not." 

Just as it is not easy for some churches to welcome a female elder, it is also not 

easy for some of the communities in which churches are located to receive a woman as 

anyone's pastor. One elder talked about receiving a phone call the first day in her new 

appointment at 8:05 a.m. The voice on the other end informed her that she was, "leading 

the entire church to hell." Months later the same elder received threats from a person in 

the community. In addition she was beset with a heckler who was escorted out of worship 

on more than one occasion for standing up and calling out, "She's a liar! She's a 

blasphemer! You've got to stop her!" The elder went on to articulate that even though the 

people try to reconcile their understanding of biblical authority, they are not always 
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equipped to take pressure from the people at their places of work, or those in public 

office, let alone the heckler who stands up on a Sunday morning. 

One elder spoke of her personal fantasy: lying on her deathbed, with a nurse 

holding her hand and her saying, '"Now honey, somebody told me that you were a 

Methodist preacher?' And I'll say, 'Yes.' 'Well how could you do that? Paul says .... ' 

And that's our life. That is our life." 

Some of the respondents indicated that women are sometimes an enemy to other 

women. One clergy woman spoke of her observations of other female clergy who chose 

to take on the role of the victim. When she received a full-time appointment, some of her 

female colleagues said, "Who the hell are you that you got a full time appointment and 

we didn't?" She said that was her introduction to the clergy women's group. She never 

wanted to be part of the negativity. She wanted to claim the energy to be a change-agent 

for the church. Another pastor spoke of going to women clergy retreats and finding 

bitterness and chips on shoulders. She would attend but felt very separate from the group. 

Another elder spoke of her personal confusion. She said, 

I am just now myself exploring the idea what it means for this female to be in 

ministry. And just double-checking that there aren't parts of myself, the 

wholeness of myself, that I'm selling short as I try to be a pastor-because some 

of my female colleagues, not to my face, but you know how you hear things. They 

accuse me of being one of the guys. It's like, "No. I just really know who I am and 

this is who I am." 
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One elder articulated that she felt closer to men in authority than she did of women 

supervisors. She felt more supported and encouraged by male leaders, and more criticized 

and judged by females. 

One elder talked about having been in South Africa and watching black-on-black 

violence. It was explained to her that because there were very few positions of leadership 

granted by the whites, that blacks were climbing over each other to get to that one 

place-that was in 1988. She continued, 

Well I have likened what's happened with women in that way too. I think that 

women ... the men have dangled this one DS position or this one position of 

leadership here, the chair of the board, or there's one whatever, and put one 

woman there, and we're all kind of fighting and climbing over each other to get to 

it, because we, we are hungry for empowerment. Not for power, so much, but for 

empowerment. And we're hungry to be in a place where we have worth and 

significance, and so we just sort of step on each other in a way. I think the system 

sets us up to do that, you know what I mean? And we hurt one another on the way 

to those places. 

Three DSs specifically named the isolation that comes with that position. Those 

who were once colleagues in ministry now consider the DS to be "the enemy." 

Respondents indicated that the district superintendent often grieves because they came 

into ministry to pastor a church. In moving into a management role they lose that close 

connection. Creating worship and crafting sermons is no longer their chief function: 

administration is. 
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Isolation and abandonment increase as levels of responsibility and opportunity 

increase. One elder noted that these are not challenges unique to clergy. Just like women 

in ministry, women in other professions sometimes choose to put their career path on 

"hold" while they birth and rear small children. She noted "that's true for women doctors, 

women lawyers, women corporate executives. I mean, it's true across the board." In 

addition she observed that female clergy have more similarities than differences with 

women in other professional roles. Sometimes women from other professional 

backgrounds are able to be a source of strength and friendship to female pastors. She 

said, "I mean they were professional women and could offer support and encouragement. 

They could encourage when times were tough." 

Change Agents 

One elder said that the way "we can make the biggest difference is through 

leadership." She went on to say, 

We can't develop enough right programs. We have to develop spiritual leaders 

who can go into congregations, build teams, and put in place a disciple making 

process, and with all those basic practices, and then we make a difference. And we 

can do some things that strengthen both clergy and lay leaders and make those

and resource those teams, and we can do mission together which is the aligned 

process. 
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Good leaders know and understand the system in which they live and work. 

Change is seldom easy. We are reminded by the pastor, who said, 

And so, well, I'm always asking," What is God calling us to do. How do we serve 

our neighbors? How can I help you do that?" And so that's more the line for 

where I am right now. And there are some painful conversations about that 

probably in local churches, and so probably most of the work I deal with is always 

around change, their pain about it or not wanting to die as a local church or how 

do we help them move forward. 

As leaders of the church, however clergy are called to help the church grow-and that 

involves change. One elder said it poignantly, 

You know, there's just not a call anymore for nice pastors. It's not enough. I 

haven't had a single PPR committee ask me for a nice pastor. They want leaders. 

And we were wrestling this afternoon because we've got quite a few that have to 

move because they're just nice people, but don't have any particular gifts. They 

haven't done anything wrong, but it's shifted. 

And the shift is no longer for nurturing, kind people. What we need are 

really gifted folk that have vision and leadership and can bring these folks out of 

the miry bog into the light of transformation and we of course, are into this 

massive transformation process and we're paying for it with extraordinary 

leadership. 
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If women are predominantly nurturers and care-givers, by nature or by the nurture 

they have received, then being agents who usher in change may put women in a place of 

angst. As one person acknowledged, 

I've also learned, and I think your greatest growth comes from making mistakes. 

And the only way-I hear some women talk about, "I failed at this," or "I failed at 

that." Well, it's only failure if you deem it so. If you learn from it, then it is not, 

and you use it as an opportunity to grow personally, spiritually, and 

professionally. 

Another noted that in order to be a pastor, "You have to have the mind of a scholar, the 

heart of a child, and the hide of a rhinoceros." Another said, "We have to keep at it, keep 

pushing." As one elder talked about the qualities of perseverance, she literally had her 

hands raised as if kneading bread dough. When this was observed she responded, "Yes, 

we must keep kneading the dough, letting it rise, and kneading it again." 

Youthfulness in ministry was mentioned 11 times as a needed area of leadership 

transformation. United Methodist clergy are graying. Many people who are ordained into 

ministry are "second career." Leaders in the church have taken note and are beginning to 

intentionally woo younger adults into the life of ordained ministry. Five elders talked 

about the need for those clergy who are already ordained to understand that it is 

imperative that younger clergy be recruited and supported. When asked what she spends 

her time talking to people about, one person said it was 

about the future of the church, and about what will revitalize us, renew us, and 

help us to be a different witness in the world than we've been, and a lot of 
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conversation around young adults and youth, who are at the center of my heart, so 

it's easy for me to talk about being more inclusive of them and streamlining 

processes so that we can not put so many hurdles for them to get in. 

When talking about recruiting and working with a group of young seminary students 

another person said, 

Oh, these young people are so extraordinary. They are so excited. They don't care 

about money. They just want to be in mission. They are so excited about 

connecting the church to the community .... You just see the light of Christ in 

them and it has been my honor to mentor them over the last couple of years and 

just hear their excitement. 

Another comment about youthfulness in ministry was, 

You've got this whole generation. Well some of those folks want to come and 

they are all excited to think you can change lives through, you know, spiritually, 

and being involved through the church and in mission. Oh, my gosh, they're all so 

excited about that. Well they don't exactly fit the mold that we've expected 

pastors to grow up in. 

There was also an acknowledgement that ministry with young pastors is a 

bilateral relationship. The churches who receive young pastors also have to be willing to 

meet them where they are. The respondent said, 

We need to prepare these churches to receive these young people and not kill 

them, but to rejoice in their enthusiasm and their passion and we adjust ourselves, 
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not expect them to adjust to us, and they'll put down their roots, but that by golly, 

we have worked hard to get these young people, let's not kill them. 

Part of the conversation about younger clergy also specifically involved 

conversations about young women. Two participants noted that younger women clergy 

are not interested in being distinctive as women. One acknowledged that perhaps being 

woman and in ministry is not as big an issue currently as it was "in our day" in part 

because male clergy 

are not as ego driven and maybe they are more sensitive to including different 

voices than the male clergy that I came up alongside or followed. I don't know 

that, and that's a hope of mine, that they'll be naturally inclusive. 

However, the concern was specifically voiced in two conversations and inherent 

in at least two others, that if women fail to recognize and talk about gender issues, then 

when younger women do run into these issues-and they will-the younger clergy 

women will not have the resources to cope or be equipped to persevere through the 

conflict. They might not even recognize the issue is gender-biased. 

One district superintendent said that as women find their voices, the men around 

them are doing the same. She said, 

As I think about some of our younger women, one of the things that we're finding 

as a cabinet and I see too, our young women are being much more vocal about 

what they want and what they don't want, you know? And that's for our young 

men too. 
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... they take maternity leave. They take family leave. They take the time 

they need to care for themselves. Sometimes, and the bishop says this and I think 

we all see this, as much as I work with very young clergy, it's a different world, 

and I know that post-modernity has done some interesting things to us. 

Another DS observed that male clergy in her annual conference, like females, are 

beginning to ask for considerations for family situations in the appointive process. 

There was one additional area of leadership and being agents of change that 

evolved from the interviews-that is, women elders must begin to think strategically. 

One elder stated that clergy must know the systems through which their work is done. 

Another said that women clergy must know the surrounding culture and be aware of how 

it intersects with other cultures. One participant said it clearly, "The United Methodist 

Church is a global church." 

Younger female clergy in the United Methodist Church in America may perceive 

that the issue of gender is no longer an issue. Those interviewed would say gender is still 

an issue and will continue to be so. "If you haven't experienced that just give it some 

time" said one elder. Furthermore, gender is still an issue for clergy sisters around the 

world. As one respondent noted, 

There is not a woman bishop elected to any conference outside the USA. The 

president of Liberia is a woman. In Russia most pastors are women. But there is 

not a single woman bishop outside the United States. 

Another elder proposed that female clergy must start thinking strategically about 

these issues. She said that she was in a clergy woman's group and asked the question, 
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"What are we doing as a group?" She noted that the whole dynamics of the room 

changed. The sense was that the "group" didn't need to do anything-it is not a group 

issue. She said she thought to herself, "What else do we need?" and she raised her hand 

and asked, "What are we doing as an entire group to make sure that we have all of these 

skills because it takes more than being able to hold somebody's hand at their bedside" to 

be an effective leader. 

The respondent, who has a professional background in leadership and 

management, tried to help her colleagues see that female clergy are in this together. As 

colleagues together in ministry women elders need to make sure to have the background, 

training, and continuing education in conflict, management, leadership, and other areas 

that will help women be the kind of pastors that are needed in the church. She said her 

ideas were basically dismissed. She concluded, "And so that was an odd moment, but it 

made me realize that we weren't thinking strategically about how to be prepared." 

Summary 

This chapter described the participants, data collection, and interview process, and 

then outlined specific themes that emerged from sifting the research data. These themes 

are outlined in 4 major categories: Relational, Personal, Professional, and Leadership 

according to the frequency that they were mentioned and emphasis given to the topic by 

the research participants. The following questions guided the exploration in this 

qualitative study: 

1. What are the institutional resources that female bishops, district 

superintendents, and large church senior pastors use in ministry? 
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2. What are the personal tools and resources that they have used? 

3. How do female clergy perceive their role in ministry? 

4. How does being female impact ministry? 

According to the interview data, the institutional resources used by female elders 

are primarily relational. Collegial relationships with peers, district superintendent's and 

one one's bishop help sustain one's ministry. Personal tools utilized by the research 

participants include spiritual disciplines such as devotions and meditation, prayer, taking 

time apart for education and retreats, and the study of scripture. The perception of the 

role of ministry articulated by female elders who participated in this study is that ministry 

is a complex compound of those who have influenced the ordained elder, and those 

whose life she also impacts. These influences include but are not limited to biological . 

family, friends, peers, colleagues, supervisors, mentors, mentees, parishioners, and God. 

Being female in a role that has until the past 50 years been solely held by males adds 

additional layers of complexity. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

Findings and Discussion 

This qualitative dissertation describes the roles and resources that female elders in 

the United Methodist Church have used and are currently using in ministry. Chapter V 

reviews the emergent themes and integrates theory into the observations and themes that 

emerged from the data. The chapter will then propose conclusions that can be drawn from 

this research, the limitations of group sample, the research questions, interview setting, 

and researcher bias. These sections will be followed by a review of implications and 

recommendations for annual conference leadership, colleagues in ministry, the local 

church, and female clergy. Recommendations for future research regarding clergy 

divorce, the relationship between courage and resilience, longitudinal research, 

congregational dynamics and changes in clergy orders prior to the summary of the 

research project. 

Strengths in Emergent Themes 

Four predominant themes emerged in the research interviews: relational, personal, 

professional, and leadership. These themes yielded sub-categories of strengths that are 

summarized below and compared with relevant theoretical perspectives. 

Relational. Relationships are fundamentally important for this group of research 

participants as a whole. Predominant relationships include those with the congregation, 
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with superiors, supervisors, colleagues, family and friends. Speaking the truth is an 

important part of relational integrity for this group and includes both having the courage 

to speak what one knows to be true as well as having the capacity to hear what others 

think, and the courage to be held accountable. Accountability is fostered by intentional 

relationships with colleagues and friends. The ability to work as a part of a team and to 

empower others is also a part of the dynamics of relationship according to these elders. 

Teamwork is grounded in spiritual disciplines and covenantal community. Relationships 

are critical to survival in ministry according to research participants. 

The research participants in the current study dialogued about the importance of 

relationship with peers. They also were concerned about supporting those who are 

younger in ministry. Eleven of the women in this study did not enter into ministry with a 

formal mentor, either male or female. One was able to articulate the presence of a female 

mentor who was ordained; but none were able to speak of an ordained woman who had 

taught them how to be a female senior pastor. At the same time, three spoke of persons 

who were United Methodist Women and the encouragement and support they were given 

by that specific group of women. Eleven spoke of their mentoring of women clergy who 

have fewer years of tenure in ministry. Three specifically spoke of their insight about the 

need to intentionally be a mentor to younger women. Five of the female elders talked 

about how they intentionally sought guidance when it came to leadership issues. 

The research participants talked about teamwork from the perspective of 

considering themselves to be "team players." They also perceived that they had the 
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ability to equip and empower others as a part of a team. They considered building and 

resourcing teams to be a basic component of ministry. 

Personal. Five prominent personal attributes of strength emerged from the 

responses of this group of participants. These included courage, creativity, the ability to 

multi-task, being joy-filled and resilience. The ability to define self was an important 

component of courage that was articulated. Self definition was mentioned as a strength 

that allowed women clergy to continue to move forward even when the odds were against 

them. Establishing personal spiritual disciplines, or habits, attitudes of trust and 

thanksgiving, and personal sense of call were also important to this group of clergy 

women. 

Courage was the most frequently mentioned personal attribute of strength 

mentioned by the research participants that was not specifically a part of the research 

questions. It was stated that women display courage through the appointive process when 

they have been rejected from serving in an appointment setting due to their gender. One 

elder acted with courage as she encountered extreme racial slurs. Two of the participants 

faced the diagnosis of cancer with courage. Three of respondents who talked about 

courage did so in the context of both doing the right things and doing things right. 

Furnham (2002) argued that courage is essential to being an agent of change. 

Those who aspire to being agents of change must have the courage to fail which includes 

the courage to be first, to try new things, to trust instincts, and to be creative. Emotional 

courage, that is dealing with people who are anxious or who are upset; and moral 
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courage, the willingness to stand up for moral beliefs are also key components to 

managing change. 

Preaching was an important outlet for the personal strength of creativity 

articulated by those who participated in the research of female elders. The distinctive 

voice of women was articulated as an attribute that sometimes surprised the women 

themselves. Creativity was not limited to preaching, however. It was listed as a 

component of women's leadership in many areas, stewardship, inclusivity and diversity, 

the accomplishment of difficult tasks, planning of experiential worship, in management 

and leadership, and in learning how to grow, survive, and thrive. 

Wheatley (2007) asserted that "human creativity and commitment" are one's 

greatest resources (p. 76). She further posited that in order to be creative one must be able 

to tolerate confusion. Old ways must give way to new ways. She argued (Wheatley, 

2002) that people need significant levels of curiosity. Survival may depend on this 

curiosity as one moves into new ways of being. 

Women elders enjoy the ability to multi-task in numerous ways from 

administration, to family management, to leadership. For some in this group of research 

participants the ability to multi-task was more than just doing several things at once. 

Multi-tasking included a multiple of levels, personal and professional, relational and 

leadership. 

Joy was experienced among the participants, especially when transformation was 

evident, or when the opportunity to learn something new presented itself. Joy was also a 

strength present in the foundation and maintenance of personal relationships. 
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Resilience was articulated as a "hallmark strength" of those who persevere in 

ministry according to the research participants. Resilience was demonstrated in making 

course corrections, bringing about change, excellence in performance, and the discovery 

of and perseverance through new ways to do ministry. Resilience was demonstrated as 

participants not only survived but also thrived in the face of opposition and prejudice. 

Werner and Smith (2001) conducted a 40-year longitudinal study of the children 

of Kauai and discovered significant difference between men and women and their 

response to adversity in life. They noted that women especially perceived of calamities 

and loss as "learning experiences" (F:44.3%; M:28%). (p. 50) 

Christopher ( cited in Craig, 2004) said that being woman, "Someone who has not 

been welcomed or wanted" who has been the "target of derision" had helped prepare her 

to be a bishop. These times of testing gave her the stamina and self-differentiation to lead 

and to be countercultural. Werner and Smith (2001) argued that resilience helps people 

adapt in the midst of adversity. Resilience does not eliminate risk or adverse conditions, 

but allows individuals to effectively cope and address problematic situations. 

Werner and Smith (2001) summarized that resilient men and women at age 40 

exercise "compassion and commitment to their faith and community." They continued, 

"For most women, age forty held the promise of new opportunities for personal growth 

and challenges outside the home" (p. 79). Furthermore, Werner and Smith reported that 

resilient women had more sources of support than did men. Women who were resilient 

drew strength from "friends, older relatives, siblings, coworkers, mental health 

professionals, and self-help groups" (p. 70). Werner and Smith cited two components to 
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building resilience, first the establishment of a strong foundation in childhood, and 

second, opportunities for support and recovery that were offered by the community and 

that were utilized by the individual along the way (p. 172). 

Personal habits in which the research participants engage included engaging in 

routine spiritual disciplines of prayer, meditation, taking time apart, and study; taking 

time off or away from ministry; and being held accountable by a trusted support group or 

colleague. It was articulated that these habits help the ordained stay healthy in ministry 

and keep faith viable. 

Werner and Smith (2001) also noted some specific traits of those who are 

resilient. Members of their research cohort were inclined to "meet the world on their own 

terms," were alert and autonomous as toddlers. Resilient participants tended to be 

advanced in communication, mobility, and self-help skills. Resilient children "got along 

well with their classmates." As teenagers, resilient youth had a positive self concept. 

"The girls in this group," stated Werner and Smith "were more assertive and independent 

than the other girls in the cohort." Those who were resilient also had emotional support 

outside their families of origins. The girls especially were inclined to have one or more 

close friends. Sometimes they drew support from youth leaders, ministers or church 

groups. "With their help they acquired a faith that their lives had meaning and that they 

had control over their fate" asserted Werner and Smith. In addition, resilient men and 

women were oriented toward high achievement. (p. 57-59). Werner and Smith also noted 

that faith was important to their cohort. These participants relied on faith and prayer as a 

coping mechanism and support (p. 70). 
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The personal attitudes of trust and thanksgiving were important to two of the 

participants. Trust was comprised of both trusting colleagues and also trusting God. The 

attitude of thanksgiving was articulated as giving thanks in all things, whether they 

seemed good or bad at the time. It was felt that trust and thanksgiving are components of 

personal strength. 

One's call is personal and lived out in the midst of community. Call stories were 

articulated and revealed the wide variety of ways that female elders are internally, and 

sometimes in the most surprising ways, led to recognize their gifts and graces for 

ministry. The testing of one's call leads to internal conviction and fortitude. 

Professional. Collegial relationships, hopes and dreams, and professional role 

were the three themes that emerged under the heading of professional identity. According 

to the research participants, the complexities of collegial relationships are intense as 

women clergy who work hard are sometimes "snubbed" by not only male colleagues, but 

females as well when they advance through the system. Women elders feel pressure to be 

successful, as well as the additional burden that they represent all women clergy, not just 

themselves. Not succeeding in an appointment may mean that another woman does not 

get an opportunity. At the same time, doing an excellent job does not necessarily mean 

that a congregation will be open to another female in leadership. Isolation becomes a 

work hazard. The women also spoke of being supported by male colleagues. Two 

specifically mentioned male clergy who had been open and welcoming of their presence, 

although this was thought to be the exception not the rule. The need to be mentored and 

to mentor others was also discussed. 
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As a whole, the hopes and dreams of the research participants addressed the desire 

for transformation and making a difference in the world; every participant addressed this 

point. There was a sense articulated that women have particular gifts and graces to offer 

the church, and for the most part are eager to share. 

Hoge and Wenger (2005) argued that humans "crave self-transcendence even 

more than self-fulfillment." Humans will give themselves to a "truly valuable cause or to 

truly beloved people." Material comforts including money are not worth investing self, 

when there is little or no meaning found over time. (p. 14) 

Learning and growing in one's professional role was an important component 

mentioned by 11 participants. Women seek the guidance of others. According to the 

participants, women are willing to learn how to grow in leadership and management. 

Excellence was an important ideal of leadership and ministry and was articulated eight 

times. 

The participants of the current study are not the only women to feel as though 

they as individuals represent the whole of women clergy. Christopher ( cited in Craig, 

2004) stated that she often felt as if her actions were "on behalf of all women." Another 

participant in the conversation of the female bishops articulated a similar stance. Rader 

( cited in Craig, 2004) said it was her feeling that if one woman "messed up' then it 

represented all women. But if a woman was successful there was question about whether 

others could follow suit. Rader (cited in Craig, 2004) indicated that this comparison 

isolates women, puts them down and pits them against one another (p. 258). 
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Isolation was evident in the current study. The story was told about how the 

success of one woman threatened other women and the pressure of succeeding in an 

inaugural female appointment. As one participant observed, "The stakes are high." 

Ruether (2007) noted the challenge of women working with women in professional roles. 

She asserted that when those who have been oppressed gain power, they may become 

oppressors, or at the very least they may fail to support those who are on the outside. 

Craig (2004) recognized that although her circle of women colleagues supported her, 

there were also times when "horizontal violence" had erupted. 

Two elders talked about having workaholic tendencies. Ruether (2000) posited 

that these tendencies are a sin and disrupt the harmony of relationship facilitated and 

intentionally fostered by keeping Sabbath time. In addition she advocated an 

"ecofeminist" ethic, that is, a balance between male and female and placing limits on our 

workaholic tendencies. One research participant specifically talked about the difficulties 

of keeping a calendar while working in multi-layered relationships. By the time all the 

segments of demands on her life were allocated out, there was nothing left for her or her 

family. Rader ( cited in Craig, 2004) talked about the example of prioritization of a 

colleague's calendar, which included the scheduling of family dates and activities, and 

not leaving these activities to random chance. 

Leadership. Three of the qualities of leadership in the church that were discussed 

were the ability to work in and through conflict, being female in ministry, and 

participating in the life of the church as agents of change. One participant specifically 

stated that clergy do not like conflict, yet conflict is an inevitable encounter sooner or 
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later. Kerr and Bowen (1988) posited that conflict may be created by the very act of 

attempting to avoid conflict. Resentment builds up in the silence of avoidance, and then 

seemingly erupts out of nowhere. Each side feels entitled to benefits not being received, 

which further exacerbates conflict. 

Rising above blame and accusations, utilizing creativity to help problem solve, 

and staying focused on one's personal growth were thought by the research participants 

to be important factors in managing conflict. It was noted that conflict consumes 

expansive amounts of energy that could be used for mission and ministry. Staying at the 

table and working through conflict was listed as an important leadership quality. 

It was articulated in multiple ways that being female in ministry can be 

problematic. Simultaneously it was recognized that being female in ministry can open up 

a new way of relating to one another. The church is changed and may be challenged by a 

female clergy's presence, whether or not the church is astute enough to recognize it. 

Women respond in various negative ways including as victims, in bitterness, and in 

isolation. It was also mentioned that women respond in positive ways as well, including 

with courage, hope, resilience, creativity, and self-differentiation. Women in ordained 

ministry are not the first or only women to experience these issues. Women in the 

medical profession, field of law, and corporate executives also experience some of the 

same problematic issues that female elders face. 

Ball (2008) asserted that although in 2007, 30% of United Methodist bishops, 

23% of district superintendents, and 23% of annual conference executives were female, 

the number of female clergy in the top 100 United Methodist Churches (based on 
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membership) remains at 1 %. This pattern does not seem to be changing. Hoge and 

Wenger (2005) asserted that male gendered pastors seem to be preferred in large, affluent 

churches. Turner (2003) argued that religion is resistant to change and is the "keeper of 

traditional values and beliefs" (p.191 ). Although religion has changed in response to 

external pressures and the transformation of other institutions, Turner asserted that this 

change is most likely reactive to the fears of impending moral decline, thus leading the 

way to a more fundamentalist stance. 

Wheatley (2002, 2006, 2007) argued that leadership is grounded in relationship. 

She posited that the best way to prepare for a future that is unknown is to tend to the 

quality of our relationships with one another and to learn to know and trust each other. 

According to research participants, women clergy function well as agents of 

change. However, they need to understand the systems within which they work, which is 

complex. One participant said that extraordinary leadership is called for in "just such a 

time as this." It was articulated four times that women clergy should not be afraid to fail, 

and must be able to learn from their mistakes. 

Youthfulness in ministry is a significant concern and was mentioned 11 times. It 

was articulated that elders need to mentor youthful pastors and talk openly about gender 

issues so that when younger pastors encounter these issues they will be better informed 

and equipped to cope when their time of encountering gender issues arrives. Furthermore, 

it was said that women need to find ways to think strategically as leaders; not only for 

their own advancement, but also for the good of their sisters across the globe and 

ultimately for all clergy. As women clergy are liberated so are their male colleagues. 
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Male colleagues are able to express needs and feelings, request appointment locations 

that enhance family life, and take the time they need to care for themselves. 

Conclusions 

Limitations 

Creswell (2003) asserted that a strength of qualitative research is validity. 

Trustworthiness and credibility were established through a variety of means. 

Triangulation was achieved by comparing research participant comments with comments 

from other research projects. Reflective listening was practiced throughout the interview 

process to determine the accuracy of the researcher's understanding. Rich, thick 

descriptions were used in articulation of the research interviews. The researcher practiced 

journaling throughout the entirety of the project, and checked in with a peer-debriefer 

periodically throughout the study. Information that was contrary to the emergent themes 

was disclosed. Finally, because the researcher has spent extended time in the field of 

study, and fits the participant profile, bias is disclosed. In spite of the steps taken to 

assure validity, the following weaknesses or limitations apply to this study including, the 

sample itself, research questions, interview timing and setting, and researcher bias. 

Sample. The sample used for this qualitative study consisted of 13 female elders 

in the United Methodist Church: 2 bishops, 6 district superintendents, and 5 large church 

senior pastors. It was not a representative sample. The sample size was relatively small. It 

was not proportionately ethnically diverse. The participants were from a specific size of 

congregation or in administration in the UMC. Although participants were from a variety 
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of annual conferences, it may have been enlightening to intentionally select participants 

across all five jurisdictions in the USA. 

Research questions. Demographic questions that may have been helpful to ask 

include a personal evaluation of the participant's physical, emotional, mental and 

spiritual health; whether or not the participant was bilingual; if the elders were second 

career; and the age they entered into ministry. It may have been informative to 

specifically inquire about the denomination (if any) in which the participant grew up, 

what other denominations they had belonged to, what age they were when they became a 

United Methodist, and how they came to be a part of the UMC. 

Two questions regarding feminist perspective would have been enlightening, first, 

does the participant currently use gender-inclusive language and second, how does the 

participant define feminist, and does she consider herself as a feminist. McCant (1999) 

asserted that gender inclusive language is at the heart of the gospel, and that andocentric 

and patriarchal language work in opposition to the understanding that male and female 

are created in the image of God. He advocated a "radical restructuring of thought and 

analysis" that restructures culturally assigned gender roles so that men and women are 

included. Similarly, Ruether (2002) asserted that, "Feminism is simply about the full 

equality of women and men, not about a separation from or hostility toward men. In fact, 

it's about men also being liberated from sexism" (p. 31 ). 

Participant responses to specific questions regarding resilience may have been 

informative. Did the participants consider themselves resilient? What helped foster 

resilience in their lives as children? What helped them thrive instead of merely surviving? 
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Finally, what habits and support promoted resilience in their current situation in life and 

ministry? In the W emer and Smith (2001) study of the children of Kauai, stress was a 

negative trait associated with resilience. Stress in resilient participants became evident 

through physical ailments and experiencing difficulties with coworkers and superiors. Is 

there a connection between pastors who are resilient and health issues, or conflict 

between the pastor and SPRC or district superintendent? 

It may have been revealing to ask the participants if they had any formal training 

or experience in conflict intervention or in strategies that would specifically help 

participants cope with or address situations of conflict. Mueller and McDuff (2004) 

asserted that theological differences between congregation and pastor may lead to 

conflict. It may have been helpful to ask questions regarding the specific theological 

stance of both pastor and the congregation they serve. 

Interview timing & setting. The interviews were conducted within a six-week 

period of time, immediately prior to the 2008 General Conference of the United 

Methodist Church. In addition, Easter and Holy Week were a part of this six-week time 

frame. Some of the participants were stressed because of their participation in General 

Conference; some because of the Easter holidays. 

Due to scheduling, two interviews were conducted in conference offices other 

than where the pastor worked. It may have been helpful to have conducted all 13 

interviews in the pastor's workplace. 

Researcher bias. The researcher fits the participant profile which opened the 

possibility of gaining access to the participants. However, it was exceedingly difficult, 
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and in some circumstances impossible, for the researcher to practice bracketing. 

Although the research outline was duly followed, it was difficult to not get off-track and 

engage in collegial dialogue, especially in some instances when it was the desire of the 

research participant to do so. Because of researcher bias, the reading of the data and the 

conclusions drawn may be subject to alternate interpretation. 

Implications and Recommendations 

Based on the participant responses, four primary levels of follow-up action 

emerged from the interviews: the annual conference and leadership, colleagues in 

ministry, the local church, female clergy. Each of these will be addressed in order. 

Annual conference and leadership. Wheatley (2006) asserted that organizational 

intelligence is a system-wide capacity to interpret what is going on within the 

organization. Organizational intelligence is directly linked to how well information is 

disseminated and the openness and communication of its leadership. She posited, 

"Everybody needs information to do their work. We are so needy of this resource that if 

we can't get the real thing, we make it up" (p. 99). That's how rumors get started and 

gossip is spread. Wheatley argued that the way to facilitate organizational intelligence 

and quash rumors is to share ample accurate information, to take a step back, and focus 

on the processes that are at work. 

Annual conference leadership would do well to heed Wheatley's (2006) 

assertions. Dissemination of accurate information regarding the appointive process and 

disclosure of criteria used in making appointments could benefit both elders and local 
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churches. Local churches and pastors must be honest and open with conference 

leadership as well. 

One DS participant recalled a congregation that asked for a pastor to be returned, 

and how the pastor asked to be returned, each speaking of how happy they were and how 

well things were going. When the DS called both the SPRC chair and the pastor to let 

them know the pastor was being returned, both sides were aghast and told her how 

unhappy they were. She said, "Well, why did you write what you did?" "Well," the 

SPRC chair replied, "we figured ifwe told you how awful it was, you wouldn't find 

anybody who'd take him." When the pastor was asked the same question he replied, 

"Well, I didn't want you to know how miserable these people are because you'd think I 

was just a complainer." 

The DS met with the pastor and the SPRC and chided them for lying to her. She 

said, "Look folks, you're going to have to find a way to love each other and do God's 

work together for the next year because you both lied to me [and now you're stuck with 

it]." She said they would both be very upset if she tried to move the pastor now. 

Buckingham and Coffman (1999) advocated focusing on strengths. Put the most 

energy into the best resources. Based on comments from the female elders, annual 

conference leaders exert significant energy on negative situations. If a small portion of 

that energy could be allocated to focus on strengths there may be a significant pay-off in 

benefits. 

Burnout is preventable with intentional effort, asserted Maslach and Leiter (1997). 

It is an organizational issue congealed around relational connection (Friedman 1999, 
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Maslach 2001 ). Staying connected to others is a critical component in preventing 

burnout. The district superintendent is at the greatest risk for being isolated according to 

those interviewed. Female DSs are at an even greater risk then because they are 

relationally oriented and they are isolated as a minority gender. Similarly, female senior 

pastors would also be at an increased risk for burn out due to isolation and relational 

shifts. Huie ( cited in Craig, 2004) named one of the heartaches of being a bishop is the 

lack of connection to and support from female clergy. 

Wheatley (2002) said that when people consider one another equals or peers, a 

new way of conversation is opened. Dialogue is destroyed when superiority is felt by 

participants. She went on to say, "We are equal because we are all human beings" (p. 

141 ). Opportunities for female district superintendents and large church senior pastors to 

connect and share stories as peers may be a transformative key to women in ministry. An 

example was set by the circle of bishops (Craig, 2004). Perhaps one proactive step is the 

advocacy for the formation of the same sort of circles for women at all levels of ministry. 

What has the UMC learned about leadership and management from the secular 

world? It is the role of the district superintendent that is most closely aligned to that of a 

corporate manager. Buckingham and Coffman (1999) argued that managers determine 

how long a person is with a company and their level of productivity. It is the manager's 

job to select for talent, define the right outcomes, to hone people toward performance, 

and to select for leadership strengths. It is also the manager's responsibility to embrace 

uncertainty (Clampitt, Williams and DeKoch, 2002) and accept that change is messy 

(Miller, 2002). Managers must exhibit courage (Furnham, 2002), empower and resist the 
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temptation to rescue (Gunn and Raskin Gullickson, 2003). If the work of district 

superintendents is closely aligned to that of corporate managers, then perhaps the work of 

the "project manager" closely resembles that of a senior pastor. 

Turner and Muller (2006) argued that the competence and leadership style of 

project managers influence project success. In addition different leadership styles are 

appropriate for different situations. It is the work of the corporate manager to discern the 

match. Turner and Muller advocated matching leadership styles and project managers, 

developing a cadre of managers with a variety of styles, and those managers need to be 

valued for their competence. 

If these assertions are applicable to the leadership of the UMC, then perhaps there 

can be another perspective of the future besides a downward spiral, pastoral mediocrity, 

hopelessness, and lack ofleadership and imagination (Jones and Jones, 2001). The 

intentional development of appointment strategies; clearly articulated, well 

communicated appointment practices and expectations; and a specifically articulated 

mission, vision, and direction for the future of the church at each level would be a 

refreshing perspective. Established, unveiled annual conference goals for the appointment 

of clergy women and young pastors could bolster clergy morale and performance. 

Is there conflict in the local church because a female senior pastor is female, or 

because a female senior pastor is ineffective? The wrestling with this question 

encompasses many facets of the appointive process: the receptivity of the congregation to 

female leadership; the pastor's family situation; the intersection of the pastor and 

congregation's theological stance; the size of the congregation; the presence of saboteurs 
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both clergy and laity; and the appointive history of both the clergy person and the 

congregation. The personal beliefs of the district superintendent, bishop and cabinet 

about female clergy and their competence may be a component as well. However, 

addressing the question with courage may in itself bring about transformation. 

Colleagues in ministry. Colleagues in ministry may be perceived as family. 

United Methodist clergy do not typically live in the same household, but they do live in 

covenantal relationship with one another and are bound together by shared rituals. 

Colleagues support one another and hold each other accountable. Staying connected with 

colleagues was reported as a key component to vitality in ministry. In some ministry 

situations, female clergy participants reported being rejected by both male and female 

colleagues. They articulated a lack of trust and the need to trust peers. 

Jones and Armstrong (2006) argued that friendships are at the top of the list of 

importance in sustaining the work of clergy. Friendships sometimes require that we have 

the courage to say difficult things to one another. Jones and Armstrong posited that 

"friendships are learned and lived as a practice of our life in Christ" (p. 76). How clergy 

live in the midst of friendships, honor intimacies, and hold one another accountable is a 

holy work. "Holy friendships" stated Jones and Armstrong, "have a larger purpose 

beyond the relationship itself: holy friendships point us toward God" (p. 78). 

In spite of risks and disappointments, the research participants articulated that it is 

imperative that women clergy work at maintaining collegial relationships. Even though 

women who are younger in ministry may perceive that the days of feminism are past, 
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there is a high probability that support and encouragement from other women who 

understand the tribulations of being female and clergy will one day be needed. 

Based on the comments of the research participants, women clergy need to reach 

out to those who have less experience in ministry as well as to those who have more 

experience in ministry. Female clergy need to both mentor and be mentored in ministry. 

Accountability and support groups can help women clergy stay focused and help them to 

rise above adversity and conflict to gain a bigger perspective of the situation. Similar to 

peer-debriefing, colleagues in ministry can help each other bracket pre-judgment, 

personal feelings, and reactionary behavior for optimal outcomes in conflicted situations. 

The local church. The research participants said that women clergy are a 

disruption to the status quo. The local church needs to be prepared to receive and support 

a female senior pastor, even when it may be perceived to be a non-issue. As one elder 

said it, "Women are different than men." Women clergy do not "fit the mold" that was 

established in a patriarchal system. 

Wheatley (2002) argued that the status quo is disrupted by thinking. Benefactors 

of the current system have no impetus for wanting to invite new ideas, or invoke change. 

It is the responsibility of effective leaders, however, to do just that. Steinke (1997) 

asserted that churches without vision, direction, mission or purpose fight. It has already 

been articulated that conflict may be created by the very act of attempting to avoid 

conflict (Kerr & Bowen, 1988). 

It is the pastor's job to work with the congregation to set the vision, mission, and 

direction of congregational life and to know resources to use to help the congregation 
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move forward. It is the congregation's job to work with the pastor to set the vision, 

mission, and direction of congregational life and to know and provide the human 

resources to help the congregation move forward. It is the work of both pastor and 

congregation to recognize and manage anxiety in this process. 

Steinke (1997) articulated the 10 top triggers of anxiety in congregations: 

1. Money 

2. Type of worship 

3. Issues involving sex or sexuality 

4. Pastoral leadership style 

5. Old versus new 

6. Growth versus survival 

7. Staff conflicts or resignation of a staff member 

8. Internal versus external focus 

9. Major trauma, tension, or transition 

10. Harm done to a child or the death of a child. 

Change provokes anxiety (Steinke, 1997). When there is a pastoral change and a woman 

is appointed to the senior pastor role, there is inherently a heightened anxiety simply 

because it is change. In addition there may be a difference in pastoral leadership style, 

concerns about sex or sexuality, or several others triggers of anxiety listed above. 

Female clergy. Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang (1998) articulated the sense in 

younger female clergy that the resistance to women in ministry is essentially an issue of 

the past. Recent seminary graduates do not think that there is any need to blaze a trail or 
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perceive of women clergy as pioneers. She stated, "Women seminary graduates in recent 

years may be more apt than their predecessors to feel that their progress and success is 

dependent much more on individual merit and effort than on systemic change." 

According to Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang this belief is problematic. When women 

encounter resistance they are more likely to become isolated, more inclined to be burned 

out, and less likely to connect with other women to have any shared sense of institutional 

or systemic problems. (p. 112-113) 

Women in ministry do not need to define their role in opposition to male clergy. 

However, women in ministry do need to recognize that women who have traversed 

ministry and "hung in there" function in distinctive ways. Women are creative. Women 

are courageous. Women are tenacious. Women are relational. The research participants 

stated it: Women are different than men. The very presence of a woman in the pulpit 

challenges the status quo. This disruption is neither good nor bad; it just is. 

Disruption opens new possibility. Wheatley (2006) argued that systems have the 

ability to utilize disorientation and chaos. It is disorientation that allows a system to stay 

"off balance so that the system can change and grow" (p. 78). She asserted that, "disorder 

can be a source of new order. " Chaos and confusion do not need to be understood as 

signs that we are falling apart, instead they can be welcomed as opportunities for 

creativity (p. 21 ). Disequilibrium can lead to growth. 

In order to understand the dynamics of conflict, how to maintain health in the 

midst of chaos, and to traverse through the disequilibrium that leads to growth, female 

clergy need to take the responsibility to become educated in these areas. Continuing 
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education is a part of maintaining covenantal relationship and clergy orders and programs 

in such training are readily available. Self differentiation (Bowen & Kerr, 1988) also 

helps one manage conflict. Readings and courses are available to help clergy become 

more differentiated, groups can be formed to help women practice self differentiation and 

remain connected while maintaining healthy boundaries. In addition, as one participant 

noted, women clergy need to think strategically and specifically consider training 

opportunities that hone leadership and management skills, in addition to those that feed 

souls. 

It may be beneficial to keep a record of the positive impact clergy women have 

made on the lives of parishioners such as, professions of faith, challenges that have been 

met, and successes along the journey. In addition clergy women may find it helpful to 

keep a log of congregational goals that have been set and the steps that were taken to 

reach those goals. Records such as these can remind clergy of incremental steps and 

milestones along the way and have the potential to foster hope and the memory that one 

has been through difficult times before and has persevered. 

W emer and Smith (2001) asserted that resilience can be learned. Women clergy 

would do well to focus on fostering habits that promote resilience, courage, and strength. 

Daily prayers, devotionals, and meditation were all mentioned by the research 

participants as well as spiritual retreats, Bible study, maintaining a relationship with an 

accountability partner, spiritual director, or accountability/ support group, continuing 

education, keeping Sabbath time, setting personal boundaries and maintaining attitudes of 

thanksgiving, trust, and joy. These practices enhance resilience. 
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Finally in the idea articulated by Palmer (2000), women must let their lives speak. 

As women define self part of that definition comes from listening to who it is women 

clergy are called to be, and living into the fullness of that vocation. When the internal 

witness is congruent with the external act lives are lived out of a place of integrity, 

transformation, and creative possibilities. 

Future Research 

The scope of this dissertation was limited to the roles and resources that female 

elders in the United Methodist Church utilize in ministry. It was conducted from a 

strengths-based approach. United Methodist female elders who currently serve as 

bishops, district superintendents, and large church senior pastors were in!erviewed and 

shared stories of their experiences in ministry. There are many other areas that need to be 

explored in an effort to understand the complexity of women in ministry, discern how 

best to support and encourage female clergy, and discovery of methods to help prevent 

stifling of female clergy leadership. Areas proposed for future research include the 

impact of divorce, the relationship between courage and resilience, longitudinal studies, 

additional research on the dynamics of congregational life, and the impact of the change 

in the formation of an order of elders and order of deacons. 

Divorce. Five of the research participants were currently divorced; two indicated 

they had been previously divorced and remarried. In review of the data from a study of 

mainline Protestant clergy, Deckman, Crawford, Olson and Green (2003) reported that 

the divorce rate for female clergy was over four times of that of male clergy (p. 627). One 

participant in the current study indicated that her husband divorced her specifically 
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because she entered ministry. It is beyond the scope of this research project to explore the 

impact of divorce on the life of female clergy, however, this is a topic that may need 

additional study. 

Courage and resilience. Besides creativity, which was specifically asked in three 

research questions, courage was the predominant personal attribute that was discussed by 

research participants. Is there a relationship between courage and resilience in ministry? 

How does the presence of courage influence how a clergywoman deals with conflict, self

differentiation, and triangulation? What is the relationship between bum-out and 

courage? The answers to these questions are not readily accessible and would make 

interesting study fodder. 

In addition, it would be interesting to utilize the current research project and see if 

the findings cross-over to other professions. Are there aspects of relationships, courage, 

resilience, mentoring, and personal attributes ( to name a few characteristics) that are 

common to women in any leadership role, both secular and religious? Do these findings 

have generalizability to other fields or professions? 

Longitudinal research. The current research project captured snippets of the life 

of clergy women. These brief sound bites told a story of limited perspective. In order to 

understand the intricacies of female clergy life a longitudinal project of a cohort from the 

point of discernment of call until retirement would be beneficial. 

Congregational dynamics. Congregational dynamics are an important part of the 

lives of the female clergy who serve as senior pastors, yet scholarly studies of 

congregational dynamics are rare. What happens when a congregation grows from a 
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"medium" sized to a "large" sized church? Does congregational size really correlate to 

receptivity of female clergy leadership? How can a congregations' dominant theological 

perspective be studied and articulated, when the individual voice is also esteemed and 

recognized? Is it the job of the pastor or the annual conference to support that 

predominant voice, or are there times when it is appropriate to intentionally alter or 

influence a congregation's theological stance; if so, when? Are there specific 

congregations that should be labeled and certain kinds of pastors never sent to those 

congregations for the good of the whole? 

It would be interesting to compare and contract congregations of various sizes, 

their theological stance, and their receptivity to female clergy. The perception of those 

interviewed seems to be that the larger a congregation the less receptive they are to 

female leadership. Is this accurate? Moreover, is there a correlation between 

congregational size, theology, and female leadership? If there is, why is it so? 

Change in ministerial orders. At the General Conference of 1996 the United 

Methodist Church established the order of elders and the order of deacons. Until General 

Conference of 2008, only elders were given authority to preside over the Sacraments of 

Baptism and Holy Communion throughout the church. Deacons do not itinerate, are not 

guaranteed a place of service, and did not have authority to preside over Sacraments. At 

General Conference, 2008 however, it was determined that deacons would have 

sacramental authority, although limited. It would be interesting to conduct a study 

regarding the entry of women into the role of ordained elder since the inception of the 

ordination of deacons as clergy. Is the number of women ordained as elder declining as 
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deacons are given increased authority and as the number of deacons increase? To what 

cause is this change, if any, attributed? 

Summary 

Chapter V summarized the findings of the research project and discussed the 

strengths found in the emergent themes of relational, personal, professional, and 

leaderships. Conclusions were drawn that include the limitations of the project, 

implications and recommendations for annual conference leadership, colleagues in 

ministry, the local church and for female clergy. Recommendations were made regarding 

future research in the areas of divorce, courage and resilience, longitudinal research, 

congregational dynamics and change in ministerial orders. 

This study gives voice to women elders in the United Methodist Church who have 

served or are serving as bishops, district superintendents, or senior pastors in large 

churches (average annual worship attendance 400 or greater). Relational components of 

ministry were the predominant theme that emerged from the research interviews. The 

personal attributes of courage and creativity were also important. Aspects of professional 

roles and leadership skills emerged as well. 

Recommendations were made that pertain to annual conference leadership, 

collegial relationships, education needed in the local church, and female clergy. 

Suggestions for future research include divorce, the relationship between courage and 

resilience, longitudinal research over the span of ministry from call to retirement, 

congregational dynamics and changes in ministerial orders. 
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Telephone, E-mail Introduction and Invitation 

My name is Ginger Bassford, I'm an ordained elder in the Central Texas Conference and 
the senior pastor at Alliance United Methodist Church in Fort Worth, Texas. I am also a 
PhD candidate at Texas Woman's University in Denton, Texas. 

I am calling to invite you to participate in my dissertation research project. The purpose 
of the study is to describe the roles and resources that female elders in the United 
Methodist Church have used and are using in ministry. This is a qualitative study-that 
means I am conducting interviews-and will be a strengths-based model-which means 
I'm looking at what works well. I'm interviewing female elders, who currently serve as 
bishops, district superintendents, and senior pastors of large congregations and invite you 
to share your story with me. The interviews are about an hour to one-and-one-half hours 
long and will be in the place you choose-preferably your office. 

Does this sound like a project you might be willing to participate in? May I tell you more 
about it? 

If "No" then: Thank you so much for your time. 

If "Yes" then: Thank you so much! Most of what I am about to say will also be in a letter 
that I'll send to you. 

If you choose, everything you say will be completely anonymous. Your church or place 
of appointment will not be identified at all. 

I will send a consent form that describes the risks of your participation in this research. 
We will also go over its contents at the beginning of your interview. What address would 
you like me to use to send the consent form and introductory letter? 

I also have a I -page questionnaire that I would appreciate if you would fill out-but it is 
not mandatory to do so. It will give me information regarding general demographic 
items-your name, age, marital status, devotional practices, continuing education and 
appointment information, especially regarding those places where you might have been 
the first woman appointed. You can give me the form at the beginning of our interview. 

During the interview I'll also give you a form to request reimbursement for any expenses 
you may incur because of our interview. When would be a good time for us to get 
together? Again, I need about an hour to an hour-and-a-half of your time. 

DAY, DATE AND TIME OF INTERVIEW: ___________ _ 
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Thank you so much for agreeing to participate! I'll send a confirmation letter in the mail. 

In case you need to contact me you may reach me at: XXXXXXXXXX. 
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Date 

Address 

Dear 

Follow-up Confirmation Letter 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in my dissertation research project that 
describes female senior pastors, bishops, and district superintendents in the United 
Methodist Church from a strengths-based perspective. I have us scheduled for an 
appointment as follows: 

Date Time Place ------ ------ ------------

Address 
--------------------------

If you find it necessary to change your appointment time, please let me know as 
soon as possible. I will be making travel arrangements and scheduling time out of my 
office very soon. You may contact me by phone, XXX-XXX-XXXX, home; XXX-XXX
XXXX office; or by cell XXX-XXX-XXXX-but please know I never have my cell 

phone on "ring." 

Enclosed you will find several additional pages. First is a consent form explaining 
the risks of this research and informing you that you may withdraw your participation at 
any time. I will receive the form from you at the time of our interview. Please do not sign 
the form-it is here for your review. I will actually go over the form and you will sign it 

after we have had an opportunity to discuss it. 

You will also find a brief survey of your general demographic information-your 
name, age, marital status, devotional practices, continuing education and appointment 
information, especially regarding those places where you might have been the first 
woman appointed. Filling out this form is not mandatory; however, if you choose to do 
so, you may give me the form at the beginning of our interview. If you have questions, 

please do not hesitate to call me at the above numbers. 

If you lose or forget the consent form or the demographic information, please do 
not worry. I can either send you another copy by e-mail or by post, or I can give you a 
copy at the time of our interview-but I will need to have the consent completed prior to 

the beginning of our interview. 
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Finally, ifthere are any items that you think helps show who you are in ministry, 
or that have helped undergird and support you and help you thrive, I invite you to share 
those with me-perhaps a stole, a piece of art, photos of family and friends, sermons
anything you would like to share, I would love to enjoy! 

I am so thankful that you have agreed to participate in this research project. I am 
excited about discovering what works for women in ministry. I look forward to sharing 
this time together. If I can do anything to make your participation easier, please do not 
hesitate to let me know. 

Shalom in Christ, 

Virginia 0. (Ginger) Bassford 
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Demographic Characteristics 

Name Date 
------------ --------

Address (street, city, state, zip code) ---------------

Age ___ Marital Status M S W D Total years under appointment __ 

Do you routinely practice spiritual disciplines (prayer, devotionals, meditation) Y N 

If yes, would you please share your routine? ____________ _ 

Do you participate in continuing education? Y N 

Would you please share what you consider the best events in which you have 

participated?------------------------

What offices or leadership roles in the larger church do you hold? ____ _ 

Have you served as the inaugural female senior pastor in an appointment? Y N 

If yes, would you please share some demographic information about the congregation( s) 
including if they were receptive to your ministry? 

Appointment District Years of Avg. Receptive 
Appt. Worship YIN 
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Suggested Items for Triangulation/Crystallization 

Photographs 

Stoles 

Pottery 

Art work 

Devotional references 

Books 

Office decor 

Publications 

Sermons 

Video tapes 

Certifications 

Continuing education 

Credentials 

Audio recordings 

Wall-hangings 
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Consent to Participate in Research Study 

INSTITUTION: Texas Woman's University 

STUDY NUMBER: 

PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER: Virginia 0. (Ginger) Bassford 

STUDY TITLE: Roles and Resources: A Perspective of Female Elders in United 
Methodist Ministry 

IRB REVIEW: 

Amendment Approved by the IRB on: 

INTRODUCTION 

You are invited to participate in a research project of Texas Woman's University. 
Your participation is completely voluntary. 
You may choose to not take part at all. You may withdraw your participation at any time. 
If you choose to do so, you will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled. 
You may receive no benefit from taking part. The research may help others in the future. 

Please take a moment to review the purpose of this study. If you choose to participate, 
please take as much time as you need to discuss this study with family, friends, or 
colleagues. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the roles and resources that female 
elders in the United Methodist Church have used and are using in ministry. This 
study will use a qualitative approach and strengths-based model. United Methodist 
female elders who currently serve as bishops, district superintendents, and senior 
pastors of large congregations will be interviewed and invited to share the stories 
of their experiences in ministry. Strategies and techniques that they have used to 
maneuver situations of conflict will be described. Practices that equip female 
clergy as lead pastors will be documented. 

This exploration will be accomplished by face-to-face interviews both 
individually and in focus groups. Insight will be gained regarding the need for 
open dialogue about being female and clergy and about specific conversation and 
training that may help female clergy traverse conflict and make way for creativity. 
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OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION 

1. Confidentiality. Information regarding your participation in this project will not
be released without your written consent. You may choose to remain anonymous.
Your place of appointment will not be identified. However, there is an inherent
risk in participation of research of this kind in that someone who knows you may
be able to identify you from the narrative.

2. Researcher Bias. The researcher is also a member of a group similar to the one
being studied. She is female, an ordained United Methodist elder, and is serving
in a congregation that currently averages 325 in worship, and was at 420 average
worship attendance (2001). Although the Researcher will practice reflexivity,
bracketing, and peer de-briefing; and to the best of her ability will report findings
accurately, precisely and without bias, there is a risk that her bias will color her
research findings.

3. Payments. There is no payment per se for your participation. However, you will
be reimbursed for any expenses you may incur, such as transportation, meals, and
housing directly related to your participation in this research project.

4. Problems or Questions. If you have any problems or questions about his study,
or about your rights as a research participant, or about any inherent risks, please
contact the Principle Researcher, Virginia 0. (Ginger) Bassford, at xxx-xxx-xxxx
or xxxxxxxxxx. The supervisor for this project is Dr. Lillian Chenoweth, Texas
Woman's University, xxx-xxx-xxxx.

5. Consent Document. Please keep a copy of this document in case you want to
read it again.

I have read the explanation about this study and I have been given the opportunity to 
discuss it and ask questions. I hereby consent to take part in this study. 

Signature of Adult Participant Date 

THIS CONSENT DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR USE FROM 
MM/DD/YYYY THROUGH MM/DD/YYYY. 

YOU MAY WITHDRAW YOUR PARTICIPATION AT ANY TIME! 
To do so, please simply inform the Researcher. 

Based on "Consent to Participate in a Clinical Research Study, Retrieved 11/17/07 from: 
http://home.ccr.cancer.gov/irb/ConsentTemplate.doc 
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Expense Reimbursement 

Thank you for participating in my research project! I deeply appreciate your time and 
your efforts. Please feel free to request reimbursement for any expenses you may have 
incurred because of your participation. 

Name Date --------------

Address (street, city, state, zip code) ______________ _ 

Business address (street, city, state, zip code) ___________ _ 

Reimbursement request: 

Mileage: ____________ _ 

Accommodations: ---------

Meals: -------------
Other: -------------

__ I prefer to not be reimbursed 

__ I prefer a charitable contribution be made in my name in lieu of 
Reimbursement 

Organization ______________________ _ 

Please return the completed form to: 

Virginia 0. (Ginger) Bassford 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 

If you would like to make additional comments, or ask questions of clarification, please 
contact me at the above address, or you may contact me at: 

Home-XXX-XXX-XXXX 
Work-XXX-XXX-XXXX 
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Date 

Address 

Dear 

Thank You Letter 

Thank you for participating in my research project that described female senior pastors, 
bishops, and district superintendents in the United Methodist Church from a strengths
based perspective. I am very grateful for the time and energy you gave to this project. I 
am humbled by your honest, open sharing and deeply appreciate the trust you have giving 
to me by allowing me to interview you. 

Please know that I will spend the next several months sifting through data and writing the 
final chapters of my dissertation. If you would like to read the final product, please let me 
know and I will get you information on where to access the report once it is available. 

I have been impacted by doing this research in ways I never imagined. Thank you for 
being a forthright and willing contributor to a project that I hope has meaning and 
significance for female elders and leaders in the United Methodist Church. 

Shalom in Christ, 

Virginia 0. (Ginger) Bassford 
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The Research Conversation 

Seminal incident-how/why did you get into ministry to begin with? Would you briefly 
share your call story? What led you here, to this appointment, this place of service? 

1. Seminal incident-how/why did you get into ministry to begin with? 
Would you briefly share your call story? What led you here, to this 
appointment, to this place of service? 

2. What were your first hopes and dreams; what did you hope you would 
accomplish when you first arrived here? (Wheatley, 2006, p. 132) 

3. What role have relationships played in your ministry? What relationships 
bolster you in ministry? 

4. What do you spend time talking to people about? 

5. What do you spend time listening to people talk about? 

6. How do you tend to relationships in your ministry? With self? Family? 
Colleagues? Leaders and Superiors? 

7. What has helped/hindered this tending? 

8. How do creativity and conflict impact your receptivity to things that are 
new? Appointments? Change in the hierarchical structure? Leadership? 
Local church process, progress and structure? 

9. Talk about a time of creativity in your ministry-what led up to that point? 

10. What impact has your ability to work in the midst of creativity and conflict 
had on your ministry? Has this ability made a difference in your life, the 
life of others? 

11. How did you learn what it means to be, and how to be female and senior 
pastor? Did anyone teach you, work with you, mentor you, or help you to 
understand the dynamics of being female and the leader of a local 
congregation? 

12. What practices strengthen your ministry? 

Each of these questions will be followed-up with, "Is there anything else you would like 
to say about this topic?" In addition, "Please tell me more ... " and other such prompters 
will be utilized when necessary throughout the conversation. 
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Researcher's Interview Introductory Comments 

First, thank you for allowing me to meet with you today. I deeply appreciate your time. 

As I explained to you on the telephone, the research that I am conducting is with a very 
specific group of female elders in the UMC who have served or are serving as bishops, 
district superintendents, and senior pastors in a large church setting. The reason I am 
conducting this research is to see what works well for women in ministry. 

The first thing I need you to know is that you can withdraw from your participation in 
this study at any time. You do not have to have my permission. Your participation is 
voluntary. 

I sent you a copy of a consent form-here is one exactly like the one I sent you. Let's 
take just a minute and review the basic contents of that form. (Researcher reviews the 
contents of the form.) 

I would like to make sure you are aware that I am a part of the group I am researching. I 
am an ordained elder in the UMC, and I currently serve Alliance UMC-a congregation 
that has been in the "large church" category. That means that I come to this interview 
today with some biases. In order to stay as neutral as possible, I keep a journal of my 
personal feelings about our interviews, and I debrief with my research advisor and with a 
peer de-briefer. 

Your name will be kept completely confidential, and your place of appointment will not 
be disclosed. Any written record of this interview or of my feelings about the interview 
will only record a number for you, not a name. 

Throughout our interview today I'll be checking with you to make sure I'm accurately 
hearing and recording your perspective on the questions I ask. There may also be times I 
invite you to, "tell me more" or, "say more" about a topic. As with all the questions I ask, 
if you choose to say more or anything at all is strictly up to you. In addition, you need to 
know that you are not limited to the questions I have prepared. You are free at any time 
to share stories, thoughts, reflections that come to you. 

After I've finished all the interviews I'm doing, I will compile the information, sifting 
and sorting through all the pages of data, and will draw some conclusions from what I've 
observed and learned. If you would like to read a copy of my dissertation, I will be happy 
to let you know how you may do so-and with any luck, you may see it published in 
various forms. 

Are there any questions you have to ask ofme before begin? 
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Organizational Chart-Relationship of Research Questions and Interview Questions 

Research Questions 

What are the institutional resources 
that female bishops, district 
superintendents, and large church 
senior pastors use in ministry? 

What are the personal tools and 
resources that they have used? 

Source of Data 
Interview Questions 

What were your first hopes and dreams; what did you 
hope you would accomplish when you first arrived 
here? (Wheatley, 2006, p. 132) 

How do creativity and conflict impact your receptivity 
to things that are new? Appointments? Change in the 
hierarchical structure? Leadership? Local church 
process, progress and structure? 

What impact has your ability to work in the midst of 
creativity and conflict had on your ministry? Has this 
ability made a difference in your life, the life of 
others? 

Talk about a time of creativity in your ministry - what 
led up to that point? 

Seminal incident - how/why did you get into ministry 
to begin with? Would you briefly share your call 
story? 

Other 

Certification 
Certificates 
Credentials 
Continuing Education 

Photographs of 
family, friends, peers 
Books, Devotionals 



How do female clergy perceive their 
role in ministry? 

How does being female impact 
ministry? 

How did you learn what it means to be, and how to be 
female and senior pastor? Did anyone teach you, work 
with you, mentor you, or help you to understand the 
dynamics of being female and the leader of a local 
congregation? 

What led you here, to this appointment, this place of 
service? 

What practices strengthen your ministry? 

What role have relationships played in your ministry? 
What relationships bolster you in ministry? 

What do you spend time talking to people about? 

What do you spend time listening to people talk 
about? 

How do you tend to relationships in your ministry? 
With self? Family? Colleagues? Leaders and 
Superiors? 

What has helped/hindered this tending? 

Sermons - printed 
format, audio, video, 
published 

Personal stoles, wall
hangings, office 
setting and decor 
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